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SPORTS

UK coach
says Cats
set at QB
Page 6
LOCAL

Prayer
service
scheduled
A prayer service for Calloway
County youths is scheduled
today at 7:30 p.m. at the Playhouse in the Park.
The idea for the service
evolved out of concern for the
area's youth.
The 30-minute servic•is
scheduled to include music, a
speech from Calloway County
Sheriff Stan Scott and a prayer
for the youth. All residents are
welcome to attend.

Five more file
for elections
Several more names have
been added to the list of candidates in the school board
elections:
'Richard H. Crouch, incumbent, Murray Independent
Schools.
•Paul McWherter, Calloway
County Schools, District 2.
•Jackie Hoke, Calloway
County Schools, District 5.
•Rick Murdock, incumbent,
Calloway County Schools, District 5.
.Jeffrey Gordon, Calloway
County Schools, District 4.
According to Calloway County Clerk Ray Coursey, the
deadline to file for the school
board elections is 4 p.m. Aug
13. All candidates will be on the
November general election
ballot.

NmomoimirNATIONAL

Trump plans
tallest building
NEW YORK (AP) — Donald
Trump is planning to build the
world's tallest building at the
end of Wall Street to house the
New York Stock Exchange, the
New York Post reported today.
The 140-story New York
Stock Exchange Tower, as the
building would be named,
would have 3/
1
2 million square
feet of office space.

WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly clear. Patchy
late night fog. Low in the middle
60s. Light northeast wind.
Wednesday...Mostly sunny
and a bit warmer. High in the
upper 80s to lower 90s.
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Troubled
teens focus
Of program
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Discussions of a possible day treatment program for Calloway County headlined Monday's meeting of the school board.
Talk of the program, designed to help the area's troubled
youth, came with the possibility of a state grant to fund it.
Superintendent Jack Rose said a program of this nature
would provide an outlet for the schools and the students.
"I think, in our society, we're finding more and more children that schools, school boards and courts really don't know
what to do with," said Rose in a Ledger interview after the
meeting. "I think the day treatment programs that have been
established have given people an opportunity to assign young
people to a program that will keep them off the streets.
"It would hopefully provide them some opportunities for
counseling and academic programs to get their lives straightened out."
Rose said a day treatment program, which would be geared
toward students in grades seven through nine, would help
compliment current programs at the high school and Murray
State University.
"Right now, we have an in school suspension program at
the high school," he said. "We also have an alternative program where we help students who may have gotten behind or

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Timos photo

Calloway County School Board Chairman Tim Stone and Superintendent Jack Rose headed discussions at
Monday's school board meeting.
need special help. This way, they actually have some
alternative curriculum. With Graves County, Mayfield,
Murray and Calloway, we have a program that Murray
State houses for us.
"With this grant, this would allow us to go with higher grade levels and look at kids that are just about ready
to be expelled."
Housing for the program would come from the purchase of mobile units.
"We would probably buy mobile units that would cost

us about $8,000 a piece plus moving them and setting
them up," Rose said. "So, we're probably looking at
about $12,000 to $15,000. In order to find out whether
or not we (the board) wanted to do the building part, I
had to know tonight."
According to Rose, a key proponent in the possible
program is the addition of a grant.
"I think it's unfortunate that we're in a situation

•See Page 2

Powell issues rallying cry for GOP
By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Colin
Powell waved the Republican
banner Monday night as the party
opened its 36th national convention by celebrating Bob Dole as a
tested, trustworthy leader who
will lower taxes and bring compassionate conservatism to the
White House.
San Diego's packed convention
center crackled with excitement
as the GOP raised the curtain on
the campaign to evict President
Clinton from the White House.

"Dole-Kemp" was the party's
rallying cry, and the delegates
quickly warmed to the refrain.
"It was a great night," Dole
said afterwards. "We're off to a
great start.''
The busy opening day included
a Dole factory visit to promote
his economic plan, adoption of a
decidedly conservative GOP platform and a better-late-than-never
endorsement of Dole by primary
rival Pat Buchanan.
By tradition, nominees stay
away from the convention hall
until the final night, and Dole

watched Monday night's proceedings from his San Diego hotel
suite as loyal lieutenants beggn
framing the fall campaign. In a
sign of his determination to be a
team player, Jack Kemp said he
would adopt Dole's support of a
California ballot initiative to
repeal affirmative action programs, a proposal Kemp had only
recently criticized.
An emotional opening-day
highlight came as delegates sat in
affectionate silence during a video tribute to Ronald Reagan, who
is suffering from Alzheimer's

Record
burley
predicted
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's 19% burley tobacco
crop is predicted to be the largest
since 1992, the Kentucky Agricultural Statistics Service
reported.
Burley production is forecast at
438.8 million pounds, up 45 percent from the crop a year ago, the
statistics service said Monday.
Acreage at 195,000 is up 26
percent and the forecast yield at
2,250 per acre is 300 pounds per
acre more than in 1995. Blue
mold and black shank have been
reported through the growing season, but farmers have been able
to keep the diseases under control
in most fields by using chemicals, the statistics service said.
In its weekly crop report, the
service said 45 percent of the
crop had been topped as of Sunday, trailing last year's 56 percent and a five-year average of
60 percent. Cutting has begun in
some western and southern areas
of the state.
Statewide, the crop was rated
45 percent good, 13 percent
excellent, 30 percent fair, 10 percent poor and 2 percent very
poor.
The service said Kentucky's
overall crop production looks
good, despite unusual weather
patterns.
Planting was delayed this year
due to wet, cool conditions. But
after a very wet spring, July
turned dry in some western areas
of the state and started to stress

See Page 2

disease and missed his first convention in decades. The presentation was followed by tearful commentary by former First Lady
Nancy Reagan.
Powell then strolled on stage
and was cheered just for speaking
the words "My fellow
Republicans."
But some delegates booed a
little later when Powell noted his
support for abortion rights and
affirmative actions. The boos
turned back to cheers as Powell
went on to say:
"We are a big enough party,

and big enough_people, to disagree on individual issues and
still work together for our common goal: restoring the American
dream."
With a West Coast convention
venue, delegates quickly
streamed out of the hall to enjoy
San Diego's nightlife, many
asserting that the convention and
Kemp selection would finally
turn the tide Dole's way. Suddenly, there is a "plethora of optimism" in the GOP ranks, said

• See Page 2

Judge Buckingham
lobbies to fill
appellate vacancy
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

MARK YOUNGledger & Timm photo
WORKING WITH ART: Austin Collins (left), a sculptor from
Notre Dame University in South Bend, Ind., installs his sculpture
entitled ''Homage to Nevelson" between the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center and Ordway Hall on the Murray State University campus Monday. Assisting Collins is Albert Sperath, director of MSU art galleries. The sculpture, dedicated to Louisa Nevelson, a famous female
sculptor, was one of six all-steel artworks Collins and Sperath
installed on the campus Monday. The sculptures will be labeled and
will remain at MSU for six months.

Calloway County Circuit Court
Judge David Buckingham will
seek a scat on the state's second
highest court.
Buckingham is one of two Calloway Countians who has
expressed an early interest in the
seat of Judge J. William Howerton on the Kentucky Court of
Appeals.
The other is Hopkinsville
lawyer Daniel Kemp.
Howerton will submit his resignation to Gov. Paul Patton, who
will fill the vacancy by appointment until a special election can
be held in November 1998.
Buckingham said he will run in
the 1998 election if he does not
receive the governor's appointment. He said the position is a
natural progression for him.
"I have spent five years as a
district court judge in both Calloway and Marshall counties and
10 years as a circuit court judge
in both counties, I'm now interested in moving on to the appellate level.
"I feel my 15 years of experience makes me the most qualified
for the position," Buckingham
said.
He said the legal research and
writing of opinions is what interests him the most about the Court
of Appeals.
Buckingham, 45, is a Murray
State University graduate and
received his law degree from the
University of Louisville.
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DAVID BUCKINGHAM
He served as district court
judge from 1981 to 1986. He was
appointed to the circuit court
judge's chair in a special election
in 1986 after Judge James Lassiter retired from the position. Lassiter had held the circuit court
seat since 1967.
Kemp, 51, is an MSU graduate
who earned his law degree from
the University of Kentucky. He is
a member of the Kentucky Bar
Association and the Board of
Governors.
The Court of Appeals consists
of a three-judge panel and is second only to the state's supreme
court.
There are 14 Court of Appeals
judges statewide who serve eightyear terms. They are elected from
seven districts.
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Country star Vince Gill •Teens...
receives most nominations

•Burley...
FROM PAGE 1
crops. But timely rains since midJuly relieved crop stress and benefited crop development.
Corn production also is forecast to come in above last year.
The statistics service predicted a
17 percent increase, to 144 million bushels. Five percent more
acres are expected to be
harvested for grain, and yield is
forecast to be -120- bushels per
acre, 12 more than last year.
Corn production is expected to
be up 18 percent nationwide.
In its weekly report, the service said the corn crop is maturing well, and rated the statewide
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Fickle country music insiders
stayed loyal to 15-time winner
Vince Gill, nominating him today
for seven Country Music Association awards while spurning last
year's sweethean Alison Krauss.
Gill was nominated for entertainer of the year, the top award,
and best male vocalist, album,
single, song, music video and
vocal event.
Thirteen-year-old newcomer
LtAnn Rimes, whose No. 1 hit
"Blue" was a ringer for the
legendary Patsy Cline, picked up
nominations for best single and
the Horizon Award for most
promising.
Krauss, a bluegrass-based
singer-fiddler who last year won
four awards including best female
vocalist, was shut out of the
nominations.
They were announced at a

news conference by singers Lorne Morgan and Marty Stuart
before about 200 fans outside the
Grand Ole Opry House.
Shania Twain, the best-selling
country music artist of the past
two years, won a measure of
respect with a nomination for
best female vocalist. She also
was nominated with her husbandproducer Mutt Lange for a songwriting award for their "Any
Man of Mine."
"All right, you guys just made
my day," Twain said in a squealing voice by phone from New
York. "This is just so great,
thank you."
Superstar Garth Brooks' return
to action with a new album
"Fresh Horses" and a world tour
was recognized with a nomination for entertainer of the year.

III Powell...
FROM PAGE 1
Wyoming Gov:-nit -Geringer.
Delegates used a morning session to adopt a conservative platform that calls for constitutional
amendments outlawing abortion
and denying citizenship to
American-born children of illegal
immigrants. Dole has said he
probably agrees with most of the
platform, but won't be bound by
it.
The evening program had a
softer tone, as Republicans
sought to avoid the harder-edged
speeches that were common at
the party's 1992 Houston convention. Mixed in with sta I
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crop as 55 percent good, 21 percent excellent, 19 percent fair, 4
percent poor and 1 percent very
poor. As of Sunday, 94 percent of
the crop had silked.
Soybean production is forecast
to be up just slightly from last
year, but the expected 42.5 million bushels would be the largest
crop since the 51.3 million
bushels produced in 1982.
The statistics service said
while soybean prospects look
good, crop conditions are somewhat variable and the crop will
be later maturing than normal. A
favorable late summer and a late
freeze date will be needed for
some second crop beans to reach
maturity.
As of Sunday, 60 percent of
the crop was blooming or beyond, compared to 68 percent last
year and an average of 75
percent.
Hay crops in Kentucky were
hurt by the wet spring that caused
damp curing conditions and
delayed harvesting.
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"In an era of too much salescalls for less regulation, lower
taxes and moving people from manship and too much smoothweirare to work were poignant talking, Bob Dole is a plain spoappeals from a woman and child ken man," Powell said. "A man
with AIDS and a reminders that of strength, maturity and integrismaller government need not be ty. He is a man who can bring
trust back to government and
indifferent.
"A Better Man for A Better bring Americans together again."
Inside the hall, there was conAmerica," was the convention
theme from speaker after speaker siderable, but hardly overwhelm— many of them women as the ing, enthusiasm. Many delegates
GOP bid to close the gender gap. found the speakers hard to hear
To the dismay of Republicans, — and impossible to see —
only the final hour was was car- because of the oblong shaped hall
ried by the commercial networks. that left many without a clear
In the midst of prime-time, NBC view of the podium.
George Bush was among three
was broadcasting "Gramps"
with Andy Griffith, CBS telecast former presidents honored as
"Murphy Brown," and ABC put Republicans sought to revive the
formula that, until Clinton wcin
on a movie.
Sticking closely to script, GOP four years ago, had kept the
speakers portrayed Clinton as a White House in GOP hands for
waffling, unprincipled leader who 20 of the previous 24 years.
Bush took aim at the man who
slowed the economy with tax
him in 1992, saying, "It
defeated
hikes and turned to conservative
heart when the White
my
breaks
themes once the election drew
near. "A convertible Dodge," House is demeaned, the presidenjoked Former President Gerald cy diminished." Paying tribute to
heroism and
Ford. "Isn't it time we had a Dole's World War 11 Republican
loyal
of
decades
trade in?"
said of Dole:
Dole, in contrast, was cast as a spadework, Bush
president we can
a
be
will
"He
war hero of humble prairie roots,
will do us proud."
a man of unquestioned character look up to. He
and integrity, and a candidate
Ford recalled his decision to
committed to helping working name Dole, then a Kansas senaclass Americans by cutting taxes tor, as his running mate in 1976.
and shrinking the size and reach "I found Bob Dole fit to be presof the federal government.
ident then; I find him even more
qualified today," Ford said.

YOU CAN'T BUY THIS.

Some jabs at Clinton suggested
a bruising campaign ahead. "At
least we know he has friends who
have convictions," Republican
Chairman Haley Barbour said in
a dig at Whitewater convictions
of several Clinton associates.
Throughout the night, GOP
luminaries strolled the convention
floor, mingling with delegates.
We can provide Information and coverage for your
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on Accreditation ofHealthcare Organizations

So we earned it.
We invited the evaluators from the Joint Commission on
the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations(JCAHO)to
examine all the things we do,and all the ways we do it. From
concentrators to wheelchairs,from service to training,they
saw it all.
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Harold "Jack" Romaine
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401 S. 121h Si. • Humpy

We'll always be there for you.
Swim Insurance Cat Home OfIce. CO1U11113411.

So we're proud to be accredited by the JCAHO. That
symbol tells you that an independent professional organization found us upholding the highest standards of the
healthcare industry.

"Back several years ago, we
had talked to the sheriff's department about trying to bring patrol
officers out to help with the traffic flow," he said. "In the mornings when parents drop children
.off, sometimes they get in a hurry
trying to get to work. In the afternoons it sometimes gets hectic
with high school kids trying to,,
get out of the parking
Despite a lack of discipline
problems at the schools, Rose
said officers would provide a
measure of safety for those
involved.
In other business, the board:
*Approved construction payments for playground equipment,
a multimedia projector and science equipment to East Calloway
Elementary.

where we have that many people
out of control," said Rose. "But I
think when you look at our society, that's what we're dealing
with. 1 don't think that we want
to take local tax money to provide another program over what
we're already doing.
"But since this is going to be
grant money from the state and
what will probably be the initial
run on a long-term program, then
we ought to get in on the initial
stages and be one of the districts
that has control of it."
Also discussed in the meeting
was a sheriff's office grant from
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott. Rose said the grant, which
comes to around $4,000 or
$5,000, would be used to place
police officers at designated spots
*Approved an architect's conon campus during school hours. tract for a mechanical project to
"Some of our high school peo- the original building at Calloway
ple had talked to him (Scott) County High School.
about what kind of services his
*Approved annual reports from
department could provide with the school based decision making
that grant," Rose said. "In talking councils at North and East
about it, it appeared to me that, if Elementary and the high school.
we put a little bit more (money)
*Approved a certified evaluawith that, it would be an oppor-___j.ion plan for 1996-97.__ ________
tunity to provide some pretty
*Approved the annual financial
consistent services.
report for 1995-96.
"The board agreed tonight to
*Approved the first reading of
work with the sheriff's office and KSBA policy update No. 19. A
match an amount up to whatever second reading of the policy will
the grant amount is. We'll prob- be read at a later meeting.
ably have around $9,000 to work
*Approved a request for a funwith."
draising activity for Southwest
Rose said officers would pos- Elementary.
sibly be used in the mornings, at
*Approved a change order for
lunch and in the afternoons.
a 1996 paving project.

Beshear challenges
McConnell to debate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Democrat Steve Beshear has
challenged U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell to a series of debates
— maybe a dozen.
"I'm as flexible as I can be,"
Beshear said Monday in a news
conference. "I'm willing to meet
him virtually any time, any
place."
McConnell stuck by an offer
he made on May 27: two debates,
without notes, props or reporters
asking questions. "The only
thing that's open to negotiation is
date and location," McConnell
campaign manager Kyle Simmons said.
One day before Bcshear's victory in the Democratic primary,
McConnell proposed two debates
with only a moderator between
himself and his challenger. Simmons on Monday said that
remained the final offer.

"There will be two debates,
which will be two more than
Beshear gave his primary opponents," Simmons said. He was
referring to Tom Barlow and
Shelby Lanier Jr., both of whom
complained that Beshear, as a
prohibitive favorite for the
Democratic nomination, avoided
them during the primary.
Beshear on Monday challenged
McConnell to six debates — one
in each congressional district.
They would be in addition to six
other debates already proposed
under, news media sponsorship.
Beshear accepted invitations to
all six on Monday.
Four would be held in October
on Kentucky Educational Television. Sites would be Owensboro,
Louisville, Lexington and Somerset.

Man enters insanity
plea to fireworks fire
IRONTON, Ohio (AP) — The
brain-damaged man •accused of
setting a fire in a fireworks store
that killed nine people pleaded
innocent by reason of insanity
today.
Todd Hall, heavily shackled
and wearing an orange jail jumpsuit, screamed obscenities during
the ,10-minute hearing before
Judge Richard Walton in
Lawrence County Common Pleas
Court. Hall also yelled that he did
not set the July 3 fire at the Ohio
River Fireworks store in
Scottown.
Hall, of Proctorville, is charged
with nine counts of involuntary
manslaughter and four counts of
aggravated arson. If convicted, he
could be sentenced to up to 128
years in prison and a S255,000
fine.
Hall's attorney, Richard Wolf-

son, say his 24-year-old client
has the mental capacity of a
12-year-old. Hall underwent a
lobotomy in 1987 after he fell
from a skateboard and hit his
head.
Walton continued Hall's bond
at $500,000 and ordered additional psychological tests.
For today's arraignment, the
courtroom was packed with relatives of the fire victims, including Linda Carmon, who lost a son
and granddaughter.
"I don't think his lawyer ought
to pat him on the back," Carmon
said, referring to Wolfson's
attempts to calm Hall. "He's
being coached."
Authorities at first said they
believed people who were with
Hall at the store encouraged him
to hold a lighted cigarette to a
box of firecrackers.
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It takes hard work to meet those standards, so we salute
the people of Holland Medical throughout West Kentucky.
Because having the best equipment doesn't do much good
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EDITORIAL

Murray State University
president borrowsfrom
past, gives to the future
The early morning mist is rolling off the water. The only movement
among the sloping green hills is the rhythmic rise and fall of the oars,
splashing into the water simultaneously. After this morning workout,
these rowers will head to their college classes.
But don't expect to see English men and women carrying the oars
painted with the college colors back to the boathouse. This is Kentucky
Lake, not the River Thames, and the university is not Oxford or
Cambridge, but Murray State.
This is Kern Alexander's vision-transplanting some of the traditions of
elite private colleges to Western Kentucky.
The move might sound unusual, but it is one that holds promise for
Murray State.
Alexander, who studied at Oxford as was formerly the president of
Western Kentucky University, has been the president of Murray State
University for one year. In his sophomore year, he is proposing some
striking changes. Chief among these changes is a switch to a residential
college system for the university. The residential college system
originated with Oxford and Cambridge, has been copied by such schools
as Harvard and Yale,but is still relatively rare among American colleges.

Tell those stories
My friend has cancer. In just two
weeks her life has changed completely because of it. One day there
was a lump. Next came the biopsy.
Then surgery. It was a modified
radical mastectomy. Her right
breast is gone. Her 4-year-old demands to know what the doctor did
with it. She does not know how to
respond.
"I feel like that scene in the movie
"2001"," she tells me. "Remember
the guy just floating in space, out
there all by himself?"
I dimly recall an image of an
astronaut being cut free from the
mother ship. The silvery rope that
had been his lifeline is severed,
leaving him adrift in a universe
where things you think you can
always count on--like gravity-- do
not exist.
"It's stage two," my friend
explains.
With the loss of her breast, she
has developed a new vocabulary.
She mentions the drug tamaxifin,
and reports that is she decides to go
through with chemotherapy they
will put a shunt in her neck for six
months.
Besides new words,she has developed new habits too. She finds
herself waking up at odd hours and

Constance Alexander
Ledger St Times coilormist
not being able to get back to sleep.
At 3 a.m., a time that has been
described in literature as "the darkest night of the soul," she reads
books and other literature about
cancer, and she thinks about her
future.
As they hear of her plight, people
she once considered friends call or
come visit to tell her true stories of
cancer. Mostly they are grim tales of
pain, suffering and death. One asserts that chemotherapy will make
her bald--not only what is on her
head will fall out, but eyebrows and
pubic hair will go too. It is the detail
about the eyebrows that preys on her
mind,even though she has no idea if
the statement is true.
"I'm not a writer," she admits,"
but I have heard enough horror
stories to write a book."
She is becoming an expert on
statistics, the odds. With chemo she
is supposed to have an improved

DOE5 BOB DOLE

HAVE ANY NEW
IDEAS?? DARN
RIGHT BOB DOLE

HAS NEW IDEAS!!

GREAT IDEAS!

PATRIOTIC IDEAS!:
IDEAS GOOD FOR
AMERKA!!! BOB

More important, however, than this outbrust of Angtophilia is the
leadership and vision Alexander is providing. His new ideas (as new as
concepts more than 700 years old can be) will give Murray State an
opportunity to carve out a distinct identity.

DoLEcANDICIAT
is THE !

IDEA

NEXT QUESTION...

All too often we hear of educators simply trying to keep their heads
above water. Its good to see Murray State attempting to do more than
just get by. Instead of merely maintaining the status quo, Alexander is
intent on making improvements.
-Lexington Herald-Leader

Director asks for support
Dear Editor:
The Murray Civitan Club was chartered in November 1958 and since
that time has been a strong force as "Builders ofGood Citizenship" while
improving the quality of life for those it served. Many segments of the
community, from youth, to the aged, to individuals with developmental
disabilities, have been helped by the dedicated members of the Murray
Civitan Club.
Unfortunately, because of various circumstances, the members have
surrendered their charter and have ceased to operate. I want to thank all
the people who served the community through Civitan involvement
these 38 years. The citizens of Murray have been the benefactors of the
work of this club. I also want to thank the citizens of Murray for
supporting the fundraising projects of the Murray Civitan club, because
without support they would not have been able to serve the community.
Fortunately, Murray will not be without the benefits of Civitan. The
Special Murray Civitan Club will continue serving the community,and I
ask your continued support of their projects. Our hope is for a better
world through Civitan.
LeRoy C. Parks, Director, Civitan International, Region Seven
1123 Warfield Blvd. Clarksville, Tenn. 37043

Tourist thanks city for her stay
Dear Editor:
This letter is to you and the people of Murray. It is in response to our
stay there the night of July 4th.
We were on our second day of our first trip together on our 88 Honda
Goldwing. We had heard about a fireworks show that was going to be
there that night from a brochure in another city. We had to attend. What
a great fireworks show it was. Whoever was responsible for it, did a
great job.
I always wanted to come to Murray for some reason. Now I know.
The people were friendly and courteous. The people at the motel where
we stayed, and especially Martha's Restaurant, were very nice. Man,
was that some good eating. My favorite was the coconut pie with the 3
inch meringue.
So,to the people of Murray,I say you have a city to be very proud of.
Support your Mayor, the Police Department and Sheriffs Department
and those who help run the city. They are doing the best job they
possibly can to ensure you have a great city to live in. Remember, the
south is the greatest place to live and Murray is special.
Eric & Nanneue Chrestman
329 Main St., Okolona, MS 38860
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"Did you say anything," I ask my
friend. She confesses that she kept
her siknce.
"What could I say after that? I
have hardly told anyone," she goes
on."What do you do? Call everyone
and go through the story again and
again?" She is talking about the
"The numbers don't say anything lump, the biopsy, the surgery, the
to me," she declares.
_questions she has tried to answer for
She has read all the lists or her children and herself.
conditions that put women at risk
All I can do is be her friend. I
for breast cancer. She fits none of
share everything I can remember
the profiles. "I really thought," she
about my sister's mastectomy,
confesses, "that this wouldn't hapanother friend's lumpectomy, the
pen to me."
celebration we had for another
She is too young, too healthy to
friend who remains "clean" 10
be sick. With three children, a
glorious years after her operation.
husband, a major project she has
The other thing I can do is write
been working on day and night for
this column to remind people not to
months, there is no room in her life
bring out sack cloth and ashes when
for cancer. She simply does not
someone is diagnosed with cancer.
have the time.
Instead ofswapping tales of despair,
She is still in shock. The other
remember that there arc stories of
day she went to a business meeting
hope and triumph. Tell them.
survival rate, but potential side
effects could lead to liver damage or
a hysterectomy. Only 1 or 2 per ceni
suffer those results, but still the
numbers are driving her crazy. She
is not used to thinking of herself in
terms of percentages.

. f.r v
4,74

Under this system, the 8,000-member Murray State student body will
be divided into eight colleges. Members of each college will live
together and compete against other collges. The result is that students
experience the social advntages of a small school-the intimacy and
opportunity to participate-as well as the advantages of a big universitymore facilites and a larger alumni network.
Along with the English-style residential system, Alexander also wants
to import some of the English sports, namely rowing. Stroking across
Kentucky Lake is not likely to displace basketball or football in the
hearts and minds of most Kentuckians, but it is a sport that provides great
aerobic activity for men and women. And it's not a bad touch.

FROM OUR READERS

and sat next to a stranger who'd had
a cancer scare a few weeks earlier.
She sat mutely and listened to a
recounting of a biopsy for melanoma. "When I learned it was
negative," the woman said. "I was
so relieved. You know, they were
going to have to put a shunt into my
neck. Ugh!"

MAIN STREE

Joust for the fun ofit
All the early indications are that
the Democratic convention will be
painfully dull.
There's nothing new about such
dullness, since the modem political
convention tries to stretch one day's
activities into almost a week of
babbling, strutting and fibbing.
The main purpose of a convention is to choose a presidential
candidate. But that's already been
done in the primaries.
So the time is filled by politicians
who bray into microphones about
how happy they make us by seizing
our money and flinging it every
which way.
This doesn't really mauer to most
people,since the majority of Americans will wisely ignore most of the
somber silliness.
But it matters to me. As a media
creature, I am an integral part of the
convention. Yes, if it were not for
the presence of the thousands of
media creatures who flock to political conventions,the events wouldn't
exist.
Like the tree falling in the forest,
if nobody is there to hear it, is there
any noise?
More than that, though, it matters
to me as a Chicagoan. If there is
anything Chicago ain't, it ain't dull.
Since its earliest days, it has been
big, brawling, bawdy, boisterous,
boozy and occasionally blotto.
It's one thing for San Diego to
host the Republican convention,
which promises to be dull and
depressing. San Diego, while a
pleasant little city, is dull. It always
has been because it is filled with
retired Navy officers who spend
their days picking lemons in their
back yards. Wild and crazy guys.
But Chicago has a reputation to
uphold. Remember, this was the last

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
city to have a convention that was
truly lively.
Some people insist on referring to
the 1968 Democratic convention as
"infamous." But that's unfair. It was
great entertainment and fun.
It was fun for the cops who ran
wild, trying to bash the skulls of the
protesting hippies, Yippies, liberals
and media creatures.
It was fun for the protesters and
the hippies and the Yippies because
it gave them a sense of historymaking importance beyond their
wildest grass-induced dreams.
It was fun for the liberals because
they could shriek that Chicago's
old-time politicians and cops were
big brutes, and it inspired them to
soon seize total control of the party.
And it was fun for the media
creatures because it gave us a
chance to be indignant, outraged
and scold everyone involved.
But that was then,and this is now.
And now there isn't much going on.
No unpopular war and no unpopular
military draft to threaten the comfort of the well-born young. No LBJ
to ask how many kids he killed
today.
Now, the protesters will be kept
in designated areas where they can
yammer at the TV cameras. Who
cares, since most are just organized
moochers, professional shakedown

artist and ego trippers?
So this convention promises to
move as smoothly and dully as a
swallow of warm milk.
Which is why I'm tossing out an
idea and hoping that some daring
business types will run with iL
My idea is jousting, and I'll
explain.
If you go to Bristol, Wis., just
across the Illinois state line, you will
find a delightlful entertainment
called the Bristol Renaissance Faire.
Actors dress the way they did in
the era of Elizabeth I, the balding,
sexually inhibited babe who ruled
England from 1588 to 1603.
And there is jousting. As a Chicago Tribune reporter wrote: "It's
got high excitement: handsome
knights jousting, their armor sparkling in the sun as they bash, clash
and attempt to unseat one another."
What I have in mind is something
similar: jousting Chicago-style, a la
1968.
It could be done on any large tract
of vacant land near the convention
center. Or in Grant Park. Almost
anywhere.
Instead of knights, we'd have
guys in cops' uniforms wielding
billy clubs (soft plastic, of course)
and trying to conk the heads of
shaggy-haired, obscenity-screaming Yippies, who would throw bags
of a dark brown substance at the

cops (chocolate mousse rather than
the original 1968 unmentionable
stuff.)
Rather than using actors, though,
anyone could take pan-for a fee, of
course, to rent the costumes, the
billy clubs and the chocolate
mousse.
And some might pretend to be
media creatures, which many media
creatures already do, which would
allow them to be hit on the head by
the cops and lied to by the Yippies.
For a slightly higher fee, you
might even choose to be the late
Richard J. Daley and stand above
the fray intoning his marvelous
malapropism: "The police ain't here
to create disorder, they're here to
preserve disorder."
It would be true performance art,
living theater. And a great nostalgia
trip, especially since most of the
media creatures coming to Chicago
are most interested in rehasing the
1968 convention than in yawning
through the upcoming one.
And what a treat it would be for
some of the suriving figures from
the '68 convention.
Tom Hayden, for example, was
one of the protest leaders. Now he is
a California politician, chum of
wealthy and powerful liberals and
Jane Fonda's ex-husband.
He will be at this convention,and
jousting could let him relive his
1968 role.
And maybe Jane Fonda would
want to take pan too. She'd probably
want to be a Chicago cop and hit
Tom on the head.
If not jousting, than something
that is lively. Or the convention will
be one long yawn.
Unless the president decides to
hit some of our singles bars. But he's
not yeat that far ahead in the polls.
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CALENDAR
Tuesday, Aug. 13
Downtown Business Association/E
p in /Bookmark
Murray Elementary reception for Principal Eleanor Mills/3-5.30 p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No 433 Order
of the Eastern Starr7.30 p m /Masonic
Hall.
THEOS Support Group for widowed
men and women/2 p m./Calloway
County Public Library Annex,
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Info/753-9395 or
489-2046.
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/
Support Group/4.30 p m /educational
unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital Info/753-5561 or 762-1100
Bingo/7 p m./Knights of Columbus
building
Murray TOPS Chapter/7 p.m /First
Presbyterian Church.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7-8 p.m./Hardin
Library
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p m./American Legion Hall.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Westside Baptist Church Women on
Mission 11/7 p m w/Paula Crouse.
First Baptist Church Step
Aerobics/5.30 p m WMU Leadership
lean-1"E 30 p.m , Weeknight Women's
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Wednesday, Aug. 14
Hazel Center/open 10 a m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens activities Free blood
pressure checks changed to Thursday
Weaks Centor/open 8 a m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Twos and Story Hour
cancelled.
(AA)/closed discussion/11
a m./American Legion Building.
Senior Golf League/9 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course
Oaks Country Club Ladies' Golf/9
a in Bridge/9 30 a.m.
Murray Country Club Ladies' Golf/9
a in
Health Express of MCCH/Murray Post
Office,8 30-11 .30 a m. and 1230-3
pin
Westsids Baptist Church service/7
pm

Wednesday, Aug. 14
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Blankenship Circle/7
p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Wonderful
World/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center service/7
p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p m
Faith Apostolic -Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
pm
Community Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m,
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
pm
St. John Episcopal Church Holy
Eucharist/5:15 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church mission
groups, prayer service/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Choir/6:30
p.m.; Outreach Committee/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Choir/7:30
pm
First United Methodist Church
Covenant Prayer/10 a m.; Chancel
Choir rehearsal, Wesleyan Circle w/
Peggy Myer/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Step
Aerobics/10:30 a.m.; Library open/6:15
p m Children's Super Summer Studies, Youth Prime Time/6:30 p.m.;
Prayer meeting/Bible Study/6:35 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir, Intercessory Prayer/
7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Club,
Youth, College/Career and Adult Bible
Bible Studies/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/7:30
p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4,30 p.m.
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CWC luncheon Friday
Murray Christian Women's
Club will have a "Home Sweet
Home" luncheon on Friday, Aug.
16, from noon to 2 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant.- The cost of the
luncheon will be $6 per person.
Dr. Bette Stalnecker from Ripley, Tenn., will be guest speaker.
She earned her Bachelor's and
Master's degrees from Louisiana
State University and also
received her Doctorate in Jacksonville, Fla. She enjoys sign language, shopping at flea markets,
teaching, has written two books,
and recorded several albums. She
owns and operates The Paschal
House in Ripley where guests
enjoy food, tours of the house,
and concerts. She also hosts a TV
show from her home.
Special music will be by Lee
Wilhaucks. She produces,
anchors, and is the weather personality on WQTV during the 5,
6 and 10 p.m. newscasts. She was
a top five finalist in the 1994
Miss Tennessee Scholarship
Pageant. She enjoys donating her
time and talents to sing and speak
on behalf of the tennessee Baptist
Children's Home.
Linda Burris, interior decorator
at Terry's Decorating, will show

Jeweqy photos may be enlarged to show demo C T T.W stands for carat total wioght Diamond
sate includes only that iirwelry where diamonds constitute thts greatest value 10K and I 4K gold in
our assortments Available only at JCPenney stores with Fine Jewelry Departments Merchandise
shown ts representative of our assortment Selection may very by Core Some merchandise may
not be available at every store If an ttem is not available at your nearest JCPenney store, we will
gladly order it for you
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how to coordinate colors and
accessories for the "bedroom of
your dreams." She is a 1982 graduate of Murray High School and
graduated from Ezell's Beauty
School. She ato-attthded-Murray
State and Paducah Community
College for special design classes. She has been a member for
12 years of Beta Sigma Phi, an
organization working within the
community on service projects.
She has been working in the
interior design and consulting
business for 15 years.
Reservations should be made
by Wednesday evening, Aug. 14,
by calling Freda Lovett,
753-3999, or Vida Trenholm,
753-2399.
A complimentary nursery for
preschoolers will be provided and
nursery reservations should be
made by calling Freda at the
number listed above.
All interested women are welcome to attend. There are no
dues, no membership fees or any
ob igation, said Janie Parker,
CWC chairman. Christian
Women's Club is a worldwide
organization and is not affiliated
with any church or denomination.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
—
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Aug. 7, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Charles R. Valentine, Hazel; Charlie
T. Underwood, New Concord; Robert
Paul Key, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs Clara Doran, Fulton; James
Barney and Mrs. Tena Marie Mohler,
Almo;
Mrs. Shawna Lynn Darnall and baby
boy, Benton; Mrs, Carrie Dee O'Bryan,
Hardin;
Ms. Stacey Nelson and baby boy,
Dexter; Mrs Valerie Gay Seay,

Chuck and Lisa Adams of Glen
Carbon, Ill., are the parents of a
son, Collin Tanner Adams, born
on Sunday, July 28, 1996, at 3:55
p.m. at Barnes Hospital, St.
Louis, Mo.
The baby weighed five pounds
nine ounces and measured 191/2
inches. A sister is Payton Taylor
Adams and a brother is Michael
Caleb Eells.
Grandparents are Johnny and
Georgia Adams of Paducah and
Lamar and Sharon Glassco of
Murray. Great-grandparents are
James and Thelma Potts, Kirksey,
Jack and Virginia Edwards, Paducah, Inez Funk,, Norri, Mich.,
Mario and Nelda Nanni, St.
Claire, Mich., and the late Hill
and Vivian Adams.

Mrs_ Ruby Rudolph, Milburn F. Henson, Mrs Paula K. Clere, Ms. Jeanie
Raspberry,
Mrs. Amy Marie Boulnois, Michael
D. McGee, and Mrs. Lana Jo Cannon,
all of Murray.

• •. •
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
Aug. 8, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Watkins baby boy, parents, Tamara
and John, Mayfield;
Bradley baby girl, parents. Stefane
and Robert, Murray;
Phillips baby boy, parents, Stephanie and Jason, Murray.
Dismissals
Ivy Gary Allen and Gordon R. Dietrich, Cadiz; Ray C. Bennett, Kuttawa;
Don E. Kell, New Concord; Richard A.
Ramsey, Almo;
Mrs. Pamela Sills, Ralph Lovett,
Mrs. Ann Brewer, Franklin A. Brantley,
Carlos Manuel Cartagena Jr., and
Samuel P. Howard, all of Murray.

New Concord
hours listed
The New Concord Post Office
with zip code 42076 has resumed
original hours because of the customer requests, according to
Teresa Carnal, postmaster.
These hours are 8 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday, 8
a.m. to noon, Saturday, and
closed on Sundays and holidays.
The lobby will be open 24
hours for the benefit of the public, Carnill said.

CO.
BETTER BUILT GARAGE
Owner. DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors
Not Pro Fab Carpenter Built All Quality Materials

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

I Sell-supporting 2116
trusted rafters 2 tr
0C
J ' plywood
decking
K Seal down shingle.
L Overhang covered
• Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 2c4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2110 headers
O 414 raised curb

A 4 concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
El 12 looting
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts
in concrete
E Treatea
bottom plates
F II studs, 16 OC
8
G 7' •4 Blandes
undersiding
H Masonde, wood or vinyl siding

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

30%40% off gemstones & cultured pearls
30% Off all sterling silver & bridge jewelry
As a maior purchase on your JCPenney credit card

The annual Hazel Celebration will be held Saturday, Oct. 5.
Registrations for vendors for flea markets, arts and crafts, food, etc.,
are now being taken. Applications are available at Dees Bank of
Hazel or Retro-wares, Hazel. For information call Jeff Harris or Terry McKinney at 492-8164.

Lee Wilhaucks

Adams baby
born July 28
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Free blood pressure checks will be given for senior citizens at
Hazel Community Center on Thursday, Aug. 15. This is a change
from Wednesday to Thursday. The center is open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for senior citizens activities. Lunch is served each week day.

Kennel Club will meet Thursday
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club is scheduled to meet Thursday, Aug:
15, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All interested persons are invited to attend. For information call Paul Tilsworth at
436-6076.

Murray BPW to meet Thursday
Murray Business and Professional Women will meet Thursday,
Aug. 15, at 6 p.m. at Seafood Express. Rebecca Wright, nutritionist
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, will be the speaker. All members and interested persons are invited to attend.

Men's Stag Night Thursday
Men's Stag Night will be Thursday, Aug. 15, at 7:30 p.m. at Murray Country Club. A prime rib dinner will be served, but reservations are required by calling Peter Nunn at 753-6113 or 759-9476.

Environmental forum Friday
A general membership meeting of Purchase Area Environmental
Forum will be Friday, Aug. 16, at 11:30 a.m. at Holman House
Restaurant, 2714 Park Ave., Paducah. Guest speaker will be James
E. Bickford, secretary of Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental.Protection Cabinet. The cost for meal expenses and meeting
fees will be $10 per person. For reservations contact Ashley Woolley, TVA for reservations by phone, 1-502-443-3627, ext, 325, or
fax, 1-502-444-0127. For information about the forum contact Ferris
Callihan, ISP Chemicals, Inc., 1-502-395-1255.

Story Hours cancelled for three weeks
Story Hours at the Calloway County Public Library will not be
held on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, Aug. 13, 14, 20, 21, 27 and 28,
according to Sandy Linn, youth services director for the library. The
staff will be bar coding easy books and junior fiction books during
this time. Story hours will resume Sept. 3 and 4.

Old Salem event on Sunday
Old Salem Cemetery will have its annual homecoming on Sunday,
Aug. 18. A potluck dinner will be served at noon, led by the Wilson
family. This is one of the oldest cemeteries in .Calloway County.
Persons unable to attend may send their donations for the upkeep of
the cemetery to Jack Dodd, 692 Locust Grove Rd., Murray, KY
42071.

Almo reunion on Aug. 31
An Almo school reunion will be Saturday, Aug. 31, from 2 to 7
p.m. in cafeteria of Calloway County High School. Any one who
ever attended Almo School even as a visitor is invited to attend.
Dinner will be served at 5 p.m. Cost will be $11.50 per person
which pays for dinner plus the expenses of the reunion. Reservations
must be paid by Monday. Aug. 19, and mailed to Datha McCallon,
693 McCallon Mill Rd., Kirksey, KY 42054. For more information
call McCallon at 489-2403 or Norma Jones Garland at 437-4482
after 5 p.m.

Bogard reunion will be Aug. 24
The annual Bogard reunion will be Saturday, Aug. 24, at Weaks
Community Center, Poplar and South Seventh Streets, Murray. A
potluck lunch will be served at noon. All relatives and friends are
invited and are asked to note the change in meeting place this year.
For more information call Troy Bogard, 474-8873, or Modena Outland, 753-0254.

Joint registration Tuesday
Registration will be held for three and four-year-old Preschool
HeadStart and the new Early HeadStart program which will serve
pregnant women, infants and toddlers to age three. Applications will
be taken today (Tuesday) from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on the first floor of
Special Education Building, North 16th Street, on campus of Murray
State University. For more information call 762-3262.

Brown family reunion planned
The descendants of Thomas (Link) and Semphronia Williams
Brown will have a family reunion on Sunday, Sept. 1, beginning at
12:30 p.m. at Marshall County Senior Citizens' Center, Benton. A
meal of barbecue with all the fixins' will begin at 1 p.m. with the
cost being $5 per person. Persons wishing to eat lunch can make a
reservation by mailing a check to Harry Brown, 920 Magness Rd.,
Hardin, KY 42048 or Ruth Bedwell, 670 Magness Rd., Hardin, KY.
42048. Reservations need to be made by Aug. 25. For more information call Harry, 437-4310, Ruth, 437-4628, or Jo Beth Robertson,
753-7836.

Spouse Abuse needs volunteers
The Spouse Abuse Center needs volunteers to help with the
Center's programs. Volunteers will be trained for two hours a night
Aug. 19-23 from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. The training will encompass all
areas the Spouse Abuse Center deals with on a regular basis. For
training and information about volunteering, telephone Nancy at
1-502-443-6001.
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'Great Beginnings'to kick off school year

Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice Director Nancy Rosa accepts a
$250 donation to the local Hospice organization from Mel Witt of the Murray
Kiwanis Club. "We are very pleased to have the support of the local
Kiwanians and appreciate their generosity," said Rose. "Their donation will
supplement funds used to obtain needed medical equipment for patients with
limited life expectancies."1ACCH Hospice services Include lay volunteers and
healthcare professionals who work to meet the social, physical, psychological and spiritual needs of persons with limited life expectancies and their
families. Individuals or civic organizations wishing to learn more about the
MCCH Hospice program or make a donation can do so by calling
(502) 762-1389.

MSU makes program

•

available to companies
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) may sound like a
mouthful of technical jargon to the
average person, but company executives quickly define it with two
simple words — saving money.
Murray State University has
made ISDN available to companies
who would like to test it at the Rural
Telecommunications
Research
Center,located in the Collins Center
for Industry and Technology on
Murray State's campus. Buddy
Buckingham, director of regional
planning and governmental affairs
at MSU, said John Deere Health
Care in Mayfield recently completed the first public applied research project using ISDN technology and participants were very
pleased with its success.
By use of ISDN,three John Deere
employees, Dawn McCrea of Murray, Melinda Elderkin of Bowling
Green and Karen Harper of Clinton,
met at Murray State and attended a
four-hour training session held in
Moline, Ill., along with employees
from sites in Tennessee, Iowa and
Georgia.
Buckingham says being able to
cut time and travel costs is what
company officials see as the main
advantage of desktop videoconferencing.
"The videoconference was an
advantage for all six sites that
participated," remarked McCrea,
who explained that representatives
from John Deere in Mayfield usually fly to the Moline site in order to
avoid an overnight trip that involves
six to eight hours on the road.
"We want to let companies see
the benefits from using ISDN and
help create a demand for this service," said Buckingham."This technology is only available in a few
places now because it is so expensive for the phone companies to
install."
Similar to the T1 videoconferencing line used by MSU for
teaching the last five years, ISDN
technology is a hook-up between
personal computers rather than projecting the image on a large screen.
Buckingham says ISDN is the only
way to accomplish this PC to PC
communication, which isn't available to the general public yet.

"Great Beginnings" at Murray
The center for continuing educaState University was introduced
tion and academic outreach is hostthree years ago as a way to help both
ing "Great Beginnings for Freshnew and returning MSU students
man Adults" on Aug. 26 to answer
become comfortable in the universpecific questions of non-traditional
sity setting. A week-long event,
students. Registration for this prog"Great Beginnings" offers parents
ram is required by Aug. 23. For
an excellent opportunity to ask
more information call locally at
questions about their son's or
762-4150 or toll-free at 1 (800)
daughter's stay on campus. MSU
669-7654.
faculty and staff make themselves
Fall semester classes begin on
available to students and parents by Tuesday, Aug. 27. All
classes, inoffering both information sod extra eiuding those on campus, evening
bards dunng the moving p'OCOMI. classes and classes held
at off-cam"Great Beginnings" affords in- pus locations, will begin on
that
coming freshmen a unique oppor- date. The RACER
-TOUCH schetunity on Saturday, Aug. 24, with a duling system at the
university is
freshmen-only check in. Resident fully operational
and is designed to
freshmen may move into their resi- offer easy, convenient
registration
dential colleges from 9 am. to 3 and payment options
to students.
p.m. Commuting freshmen can The telephone
number is (502)
check in from 1 to 3 p.m. in the 762-3500.
Curtis Center Rocking Chair • All students who
have address or
Lounge. Residential Colleges, a telephone number changes,
may
new concept at the university beginmake those at a table provided at the
ning this fall semester, are designed Curris Center on
Aug. 26 or go to
to give students a complete college the registration
office on the first
living experience. With a residential floor of Sparks
Hall and complete
hall(s) at the center of each college, an address change
form.
students will have the opponunity to • Students who
have not yet scheinteract with one another, faculty duled, need to make
an appointment
and staff outside the classroom. with their
academic adviser.
Residential Colleges will include • Students who
schedule after Aug.
both resident and commuter stu- 9, must
make payment arrangedents. Activities geared specifically
ments within two weeks of schedulto the interests of the members of ing.
each individual college will offer • Financial
aid disbursement will be
students the opportunity to expand located in the ballroom
on the third
their horizons in various directions. floor of the Curris
Center on Aug.
MSU's school relations office, a 27. On Aug. 26 and following
Aug.
division of student affairs, has put 27, disbursement
will be done in
together a schedule of activities to Sparks Hall, Room
220.
welcome students ot Murray State • New I.D. cards will be
made in the
and help make the transition to ballroom on the third floor
of the
college a pleasant experience. Curtis Center on Aug.26. After
that
"Great Beginnings," which runs day, students will need to report
to
from Aug. 24 through Sept. 1, will the Racer Card office on the
third
feature information booths, free floor of the Curtis Center.
food,giveaways, movies,and more. • Student parking permits
will be
Additional information on any of issued in the ballroom on the
third
the "Great Beginnings' activities is floor of the Curtis Center
on Aug.
available by calling 762-28% loc- 26 and 27. On Aug. 28 and 29
ally, or toll-free at 1(800)272-4678 students can pick them up in Winsoutside Calloway County.
low Cafeteria. The Ordway Hall

"We are demonstrating this capability at our research center so that
people will try it out," Buckingham
says. "We hope this will create a
demand so that phone companies
will put it in."
McCrea said communication on
the system worked beautifully and
was "very easy. You have to be
organized and you can't all talk at
once. When someone is talking their
picture appears on the screen."
"Kentucky currently has60 video
sites in operation," stated Buckingham,"and we estimate that number
will climb to around 125 by the end
of 1996."
Buckingham says the dollars that
John Deere in Mayfield saved by
attending the videoconferencing
was significant. "We performed a
cost feasibility study and determined that companies in this area
can trim approximately $300 by
eliminating one overnight trip to
Frankfort."
The Rural Telecommunications
Research Center is a partnership
between BellSouth Corp. and Murray State University and is directed
through the Center for Contirk:iing
Education at MSU with the express
mission of providing opportunities
for business, education, health care
and local governments to gain
hands-on experience with ncw and
emerging telecommunications technology. To learn more about the
project call Buckingham or John
Witte at(502) 762-3662 or Dwane
Tucker of BellSouth at (502) 4449002.

Patton talks to business leaders
Gov. Paul Patton told business
leaders from across Kentucky recently that he wants them to be the
catalysts for change in the state's
post-secondary education system.
"You and the students are the
consumers of the post-secondary
education product. If there's a deficiency in the system, you should
know about it", the governor said.
Advisory group members in attendance included Dick Fotsch,
Briggs and Stratton, Murray.
Governor Patton's remarks came
at the first meeting of his Business
Leader Advisory Group, established to funnel corporate input to
the Task Force on Post-Secondary
Education. Twenty-one executives
from Pikeville to Paducah attended
the breakfast meeting at the governor's mansion in Frankfort. The

governor told them,"People understand the importance of the corporate citizen to Kentucky." He asked
the business group to help identify
areas where change is needed, and
offer strategies on how to achieve
the necessary results to provide
students with the education and
training they need to get better jobs.
Members of the advisory group
suggested more skills training, efficiency, technology, and effectiveness, among other things.
Governor Patton asked the Business Advisory Group to consider
how to expand the membership of
the group, and make it a driving
force behind post-secondary education improvements in Kentucky.
"Make it larger, and give it a loud
voice", the governor urged the
group.

lobby will be the distribution point
on Aug. 30.
• Scheduling and drop/add will
continue through Sept. 3,and can be
accomplished by calling RACERTOUCH. A late registration fee of
$25 will be assessed for continuing

students who initially scheduled
after Aug. 9 or who must register
again because their schedule was
purged on Aug.9 for non-payment.
For additional information, call
the Murray State admissions and
registrar's office at(502) 762-3776.

HOROSCOPES
WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 14,1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, ba.cd on your own
date of birth, calf 1-900-413S-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE evening. Minor points of disagreeNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: nient can he resolved to everyone's
Partnerships and a chance to relo- satisfaction.
cate will be uppermost in your mind.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
Family and friends may not under- new development gives you the
stand your desire for a major advantage in business negotiations.
change. Give more thought to their Details are easily ironed out. Someneeds before making a far-reaching one influential appreciates your alert
decision. Real estate transactions are manner.
favored as 1996 winds down. Take
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
your time about making a romantic cannot afford to spill your ideas to
commitment, especially if you are just anyone. Seek the advice of
still on the rebound. Your wry sense trusted business or financial adviof humor helps you handle any set- sors. Use your social connections to
backs with good grace.
speed things along.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nos. 21): A
THIS DAY: jockey Robyn Smith, financial situation is much on your
comedian Steve Martin, actress Halle mind. Obstacles rarely faze you. p()
Berry, songwriter David Crosby.
not let a minor disagreement with a
ARIES (March 2I-April 19): friend develop into an explosise
Joint communication efforts are confrontation.
emphasized. An influential person'
SAGITTARIUSANov..._22.7Dec„
shows renewed ititettstin ipet pro- 21V-PniiiiiTn people are ready to
ject. Yield to your curiosity about a give their time and money to a cause
newcomer. Romance beckons.
close to your heart. Show your
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): appreciation in tangible ways. You
Protecting your credit rating is can successfully mix business with
important. Avoid purchasing items pleasure by entertaining at home.
you really cannot afford. Loved
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
ones may seem mistrustful now. Do 19): Good rapport exists between you
not worry about their state of mind; and members of a special group.
concentrate on your own!
Offer encouragement to someone
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): who feels pressured or uncertain.
You feel more optimistic today. Romance will be happiest with someImportant talks are on the agenda. one who understands your ambition.
Do not lose sight of your obligations
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. DO:
to loved ones. Keep your financial Your public relations skills hasten
dealings strictly abovetxiard.
progress at work. Be prepared to
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): reschedule social commitments if
Today's pace may be a little too doing so will help you meet an
leisurely for your action-oriented important deadline. Others admire
style. Do not let impatience hurt your honesty.
your relations with co-workers. A
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
night on the town sounds great if it Exercise caution when visiting new
is not too expensive.
acquaintances and places. Out-ofLEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Refuse the-ordinary activities hold strong
to be distracted from duty. You need appeal. A short business trip could
to choose your words carefully prove very profitable. Socializing is.
when writing or giving a speech. on your agenda tonight. Romance
Domestic issues dominate this enjoys favorable influences.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are fun-loving and flamboyant. always ready to
attend or throw a party. Count on these sociable children to have lots of
friends. Energetic and opinionated, these Leos will be eager to share their
philosophy of life. They are not above exaggerating if doing so will make a
good story even better. Although these Leos' outrageous behavior sometimes infuriates their loved ones, their generosity and good humor will
redeem them! A career in the arts should bring fame and fortune.

W.A.T.C.H. Charity Golf Tournament
Sponsored By Oaks Country Club
Airline tickets compliments of
US Air
and
Wright Travel, Nashville,TN

USAir
USAir begin,widi you

DATE:
RAIN DATE:
WHERE:
FORMAT:
ENTRY:

Hospice volunteers
lend support and
comfort to needy

CARTS:

Providing support to others when
they need it the most is exactly what
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Hospice volunteers do. Hospice
volunteers help families who have
loved ones with limited life expectancies.
If you have ever considered doing volunteer work or helping families in our community,this could be
the place you belong. Hospice volunteers not only lift the spirits of a
patient and his/her family, they can
help a family cope with their loved
one's illness and give caregivers a
brief respite.
To learn more about Hospice
volunteering, you're invited to attend the upcoming volunteer training sessions in September. Sessions
will be held from 6 to 9 p.m. each
Thursday evening in September in
the private dining room on the
hospital's first floor.
These sessions arc required for
volunteers to help meet the physical, social, psychological and spiritual needs of the patients and their
families.
To sign up for the classes,call the
MCCH Hospice office at (502)
762-1389.

RULES:

WRIGHT
TRAVEL

Saturday, September 7, 1996. Signal Start at 9:00 a m
Sunday September 8, 1996. Signal Start at 1200 noon
Oaks country Club, Murriy, KY
Four person scramble teams, two teams per hole There will be two divisions - Female and
Male or mixed Only the first 46 prepaid team entnes will be accepted.
Only S35.00 per person Includes a mulligan and a drawing for a round-trip US Air
Airline ticket for two, anywhere in the continental USA (some restrictions apply) and
additional prizes You must be present to win Deadline for entries is Wednesday,
September 4th
Golf cart is not included in entry fee. Cost is $1500 per cart You may bnng your own
cart at no charge
To be announced on tournament day
All proceeds go to support the services of W.A_T C H.(Work Activities Training Center
For The Handicapped), 702 Main Strect, Murray, KY. Your support is sincerely appreciated.

ENTRY FORM
W.A.T.C.H. Charity GolfTournament
Oaks Country Club

USAir 1
USAlr begiric with you

NAMES

VLL

ADDRESS

PHONES.

2
3

Yes, I will need a cart
guaranteed

$15.00 per cart Only prepaid cart reservations will be

71141/91

Detach, enclose a check for total amount payable to W.A.T C.H and mail to
Della Miller• 176 Ironwood Drive• Murray, KY 42071
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The rates will be sizzling on August I 2th.
13th and 14th aop by any Peoples
First office to get this great rate before it
melts. Open a Peoples First Certificate of
Deposit and watch your money grow.

Member FDIC

Entry fee of $35 00 per person must accompany application
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Louisville
expecting
C-USA title

Couch to lift lowly Cats
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
For three months, freshman Tim
Couch has been throwing footballs to his receivers at Kentucky.
Slowly, he's been getting used to
how much faster his new teammates can run.
"It took me a couple of days
to get used to their speed,"
Couch said. "But now I feel like
I've adjusted to it.".
If Couch adjusts to football in
college the way he did in high
school, then the Wildcats might
find themselves back in the winning business. Landing the best

BILLY JACK HASKINS

recruit in the country has a way
of making everyone feel good
about the coming season. And
Kentucky fans are feeling great
about Couch.
But coach Bill Curry makes it
perfectly clear he already has a
starting quarterback in Billy Jack
Haskins, and is in no rush to put
Couch into the lineup.
"People say, 'How are you
going to handle this situation?"
Curry said. "We'll keep our
word and our word is as follows:
Billy Jack will be our starting
quarterback.
"There will be no quarterback
controversy. We know we have a

quarterback who has proven he
can win games in the Southeastern Conference."
With pressure on Curry to win
more games, the Couch option,
even with freshman Ryan Keller
in the quarterback mix, might be
used earlier than expected. In six
years, Curry is 22-45 and hasn't
d a winning season — his best
mark being 6-6 in 1993. The
Wildcats were 4-7 last season
after a 1-10 campaign in '94.
And Couch didn't stay in his
home state to sit, especially after
turning down offers to play at
Auburn, Florida and Tennessee.
For his part, Couch is confi-

dent he'll start at some point, but
just wants to be prepared when
he does.
"I don't want to rush it," said
the 6-foot-5, 230-pounder.
The 19-year-old Couch is the
most prized football prospect
ever signed by a school better
known for recruiting basketball
stars. He was honored as high
school player of the year by three
national publications, and set
national marks at Leslie County
High for career passing yards
(12,104), touchdown passes (133)
and completions (872). He was
also a two-time, all-state basketball player.

By CHRIS DUNCAN
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
It is often said that a football
team's best defense is a good
offense.
In Louisville's case — at
least in preseason practices —
a good defense has created a
good offense.
Louisville coach Ron Cooper and several players met
with the media Monday to discuss the team, the season and
the Kentucky game on Aug.
31.
Cooper said Louisville's
defense will again be its
strength. The Cardinals led the
nation by forcing 41 turnovers
last season and seven defensive starters return this year,
including the starting secondary, spearheaded by AllAmerican cornerback Sam
Madison.
But Cooper has some holes
to fill on offense. Louisville
will start the season with a
new starting quarterback,
senior Jason Payne; a new
starting tailback, sophomore
Frank Moreau; a new back-up
tailback, Kentucky transfer
Donnell Gordon; and some
offensive linemen who have
yet to play a down for the Cardinals, including Notre Dame
transfer Steve Misetic and redshirt freshman Anthony Byrd.
But Cooper said the offense
has gelled quickly during preseason practice. He said the
defense has forced the offense
to learn faster.
"We look now like we can
go play a game," said Cooper.
"Our defense is making our
offense play better — our
offense is making our defense
play better. We work on stripping the ball. That's going to
make Frank' and (running
back) Donnell (Gordon) and
all of them hold onto the ball.
"We're a lot further ahead
(this season) because the guys
are really understanding what
we expect right now."

Astros, Expos
brawl during
Montreal win
MONTREAL (AP) — Danny Darwin got
even with Henry Rodriguez. Problem is, it
cost his manager a fat lip.
Houston manager Terry Collins needed
four stitches to close a bloody gash, the
result of an ugly bench-clearing brawl in the
third inning Monday night between the
Astros and Montreal Expos.
The Expos won 8-1, but the fight that
spilled all over the Olympic Stadium infield
— and the seven ejections — were the focus.
"That was a real fight," Expos manager
Felipe Alou said. "There were some guys
out there who weren't out there trying to
break things up. If the films show anybody
doing something abnormal, they should be
punished."
The trouble started, as Darwin saw it,
when Rodriguez took his time admiring a
home run he hit off the Houston starter in
the second inning.
"I don't care who hits a home run," Darwin said. "I'm not out there to show anybody up. I thought that he showed me up and
I didn't appreciate it. Hit your home run and
run the bases. That's all I ask. That's like me
striking him out and staring him down all the
way to the dugout."
The next inning, Darwin allowed a tworun double to Alou and a two-run homer to
Darrin Fletcher, giving the Expos a 6-1 lead.
That brought up Rodriguez.
"I was trying to come up-and-in, trying to
knock the guy down," Darwin said. "But
that's a situation where if you hit him you
don't mind."

SHIRLEY MARTIN/Special to the Ledger

SHOWTIME PREVIEW: Murray High girls' soccer coach Mark Kennedy introduces the 1996 Lady 'Tiger soccer team Monday night at the annual Murray High School cookout at Ty Holland Field. In addition to a chicken dinner, MHS coaches introduced their respective teams to friends, family and fans.

SCOREBOARDs

Dallas' Aikman:'It's been pathetic'

Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.

Cowboys'again lose ugly;
New England prevails 31-6

'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
IT•to •••4

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horns Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

(Cooper
TIRES

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

* * *************

IRVING, Texas (AP) —
Thirty-six years after they came
into existence and 26 years after
the AFL-NFL merger, the New
England Patriots finally beat the
Dallas Cowboys.
Hason Graham returned the
second-half kickoff 96 yards for a
touchdown and the Patriots beat
Dallas for the first time in franchise history, 31-7 in an exhibition
game Monday night.
Dallas has beaten the Patriots
all six times they have met in the
regular season and once in an
exhibition game.
New England coach Bill Parcells, whose team faces the Cowboys again on Dec. 15, said the
Patriots shouldn't be overjoyed
by the victory.
"It's a win, but it's just a preseason game," he said. "I looked
out there and didn't see Emmitt
Smith playing for Dallas, but I'm
glad we moved the ball against
their defense. We still did too
many dumb things."
Said Patriots quarterback Drew
Bledsoe: "We ran the ball well
and that is a good sign. The Cowboys are a better team than they
showed. When we play in
December it will be a different
game."
The Cowboys, who lost 32-6 to
Kansas City last Monday night,
dropped to 1-2. New England
evened its preseason mark at 1-1.

The Patriots built a 10-0 halftime lead, driving 49 yards in
nine plays the first time they had
the ball and scoring on a 3-yard
pass from Drew Bledsoe to tight
end John Burke, who beat linebacker Jim Schwantz. Adam Vinatieri kicked a 39-yard field goal
for the Patriots in the second
quarter.
Graham, a second-year wide
receiver from Georgia, rode a
wave of good blocking down the
right sideline for the touchdown
that broke the game open.
Jimmy Hitchcock's interception of a pass by Wade Wilson at
the Dallas 31 positioned New
England for a short drive capped
by Dave Meggett's 2-yard run,
and Corey Croom scored from a
yard out for the third touchdown
of the third period for the Patriots, making it 31-7.
Dallas coach Barry Switzer
wasn't happy.
"Tonight's performance was
not indicative of a world champion," Switzer said. "We didn't
strike fear in anybody's heart the
way we played."
Dallas linebacker Damn Smith
said the Cowboys need to start
getting serious about preseason
games with the regular season not
that far away.
"We most definitely have to
get serious now," Smith said.
"We need to get the first units to
start working together."
Dallas placekicker Chris
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Dallas running beck Emrnitt Smith didn't play in Monday's loss to the
Patriots, but he did sign a new eight-year contract with the franchise.

Boniol missed field goal attempts
of 49 and 32 yards in the first
half. Third-string quarterback
Jason Garrett finally got the

Cowboys on the board in the
fourth period with an 18-yard
scoting pass to rookie Stepfret
Williams.
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Murray Head Start
receives grant money

DEATHS
Mrs. Mary Etta Milner

Joe Dyer
Joe Dyer, 63, Canterbury Drive, Murray,-died Monday, Aug. 12,
1996, at 8:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. His death
followed an extended illness.
He had retired as director of Food Services at Murray State University. Prior to that position, he was a school teacher. He was of Baptist
faith. Born Aug. 10, 1933, in Calloway County, he was the son of
Elvie Garland Carson and the late Wilbur Dyer.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Patsy Rowland Dyer; one son, William K. (Kip) Dyer and wife, Patricia, Mansfield, Ohio; his mother,
Mrs. Alvie Garland Carson, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Merlene Sykes
and husband, L.A., Murray; two grandchildren, Kimberly Jo Dyer and
Paden Kane Dyer.
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. at Lone Oak
Cemetery in Calloway County. The Rev. Heyward Roberts will officiate and Dr. Richard C. Gray will give an eulogy.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Murray from 6 to 9
p.m. tonight (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Joe Dyer Scholarship
Fund, Murray State University Foundation, P.O. Box 9, Murray, KY
42071, the Children's Home at Louisville, or a favorite charity.

David N. Castleman
David N. Castleman, 87, Vine Street, Murray, died Monday, Aug.
12, 1996, at 5:08 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A member of Glendale Road Church of Christ, he had retired from
Great Lakes Steel Co., Michigan. Born Aug. 7, 1909, at Nashville,
Tenn., he was the son of the late William Henry Castleman and Olevia
Smith Castleman.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Frances L. Hale Castleman, to
whom he was married on July 13, 1950; two daughters, Mrs. Cindy
Scarbrough and husband, Jeff, New Concord, and Mrs. Barbara Sheredan and husband, Don, Commerce, Mich.; two sons, James Castleman
and wife, Adam, Wyandotte, Mich., and William Castleman and wife,
Edna, Lincoln Park, Mich.; five sisters, Mrs. Willie Mae Booker,
Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. Lera Partin and husband, Howard, Winchester,
Tenn., and Mrs. Mildred Kimbrough, Mrs. Virginia Kimbrough and
Mrs. Bernice Eden, Flintville, Tenn.; 13 grandchildren including locally, Cone Humphries and husband, James, and David Stutesman; 20
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in
Friendship Cemetery in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
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Mrs. Mary Etta Milner, 89, Murray, died Monday, Aug. 12, 1996, at
10:30 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Her husband, Clarence I. Milner, died in March 1988. Born Dec.
30, 1906, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Joseph
Buchanan and Thula Taylor Buchanan. She was a member of New
Providence Church of Christ.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Roberta Clare McBeth, Tarzana, Calif.; two sisters, Mrs. Myrtle Shoemaker, Murray, and Mrs. Bernice Noah, Sarasota, Fla.; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. Burial will follow in New Providence Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Milbern F. Henson
Services for Milbern F. Henson were today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Russell Dunn officiated.
Pallbearers were Alan Jones, Jason Henson, Johnny Henson, J.R.
Hendon, Gary Pace and Mike Trimble. Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Henson, 63, Elm Street, Murray, died Sunday, Aug. 11, 1996,
at 5:43 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Henson; one daughter, Mrs.
Barbara Jones and husband, Alan, two sons, Louie Henson and wife,
Kathy, and James Henson and wife, Cindy, three grandchildren, Jason,
Jerrod and Jordan Henson, half sister, Reba Henson, and half brother,
Johnny Henson, all of Murray.

Murray Head Stan recently received a grant that will extend
services to infants and toddlers.
This new program is called Early
Head Start and will serve income
eligible pregnant women, children
birth to age three, and their families.
Early Head Stan also accepts
infants and toddlers with disabilities. The program will offer family
centered services that include:
• Quality child care by highly
trained staff
• Services prior to, during and
after pregnancy
• Parent education
• Mental health services for children and families
• Home visits
• Family support services
These early continuous, intensive
and comprehensive family support
services will be offered to income
eligible families in Murray and
Calloway County.
If you are interested in participating in this new program, please

attend registration on August 15
from 8-4 p.m. at the National Guard
Armory on Hwy. 121.
Bring with you social security
cards on all of your family members, a certified birth certificate,
proof of income, medical care or
insurance papers and your child's
immunization record.
For more information, call Murray Head Sian, 502-753-6031.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rental'..
• Clean, Dependable (..r'.
• tall L's I or Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S.

12th St.

753-4461

Stock Market Report

Mrs. Opal Hale
The funeral for Mrs. Opal Hale was today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jack Geurin and the Rev.
Todd Buck officiated. Music was by Rev. Buck and Nelson Key.
Pallbearers were Jay Young, Jon Poyner, Jason Hale, Ashley Poyner, Chad Young and Brock Crouch, grandsons. Members of Rebecca
Sunday School Class at Elm Grove Baptist Church served as an honorary group. Burial was in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Hale, 83, Rt. 3, Murray, died Saturday, Aug. 10, 1996, at 4:30
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Rospital.
Survivors include her husband, Clyde Hale; three daughters, Mrs.
June Young and husband, Joe, and Mrs. Linda Crouch and husband,
Johnny, Murray, and Mrs. Lutricia Poyner and husband, Dan, Hazel;
two sons, Dan Hale and wife, Nancy, Murray, and Eddie Clyde Hale
and wife, Darlene, Almo; one sister, Mrs. Mary Brantley and husband,
Allen, Murray; nine grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
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Tips offered to shoppers
of Back-to-Schoolitems

•

If it weren't so hot inside, you
might mistake it for Christmas.
It's the annual late-summer,
back-to-school shopping rush.
Weeks, sometime months, in advance, stores herald that first symbol of the impending fall: the start of
school. As if on cue, school-age
youth and parents packing checkbooks crowd the aisles of stores and
malls.
Many parents and children face
the prospect with dread, but some
preparation can help ease the strain
on the wallet and on the parent-child
relationship.
Before you even get in the care,
develop a game plan, cautions
Maria Thompson Okorley,assistant
professor of apparel and textiles in
the University of Kentucky Collete
of Human Environmental Sciences.
That plan should start with a look at
influences on your children's clothing styles--magazines, TV shows
and movies.
"I want my children to tell me or
show me what they want before we
ever go shopping," said Okorley, a
mother of two children. Getting to
know what your children like means
even when they aren't shopping
with you, you might be able to find
something to match their style.
Some other tips:
• Establish a clothing budget for
each child. Okorley estimates that
75-90 percent of the back-to-school
wardrobe should be basics, with
10-25 percent fun things, such as
vests or accessories.
•To reduce potential conflicts, be
sure to take children someplace you
can afford to shop.
• Don't forget about consignment
stores for children's clothing bargains. Keep in mind that your child
probably is still growing,so prepare
for some clothes-buying in a few
short months.
Uniforms--a parent's dream and
teenager's nightmare—are becoming
the rule at some schools, particularly in the Northeast, Okorley said,
as schools try to erase barriers

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for some answers
to all those who/what/where
questions about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON
Represenative, it is my job to
help you get over the hurdles of
being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Adivce
on reliable business in your
new neighborhood and more.
Call...

.o.k
Nooses Kaitiryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess ingot:erg King 492.340

among children. "It takes that status
element away from the school environment and helps eliminate teasing," OkorIcy said.
Back-to-school shopping can
have a positive effect. It's a good
time to involve children in the
workings of the family budget,
suggests Kim Townley, UK associate protestor of family studies. By
adolescance, children should learn
about the family budget and how
their c' idling purchases fit into it,
she said.
It also can teach them about value
for their dollar. "For example, if
your children are shopping with
you, you can show them how they
can have three of one item for the
same price as one of another, and let
them make the decision," Okorley
said. "Explain to them that it comes
out of a total budget. We have 'X'
number of dollars to spend."
One idea to help avoid possible
battles is to have children earn some
of their purchasing power. For example,explain to a child that for the
price of a jacket, he or she gives up
going to the movies or the skating
rink a certain number of times. Be
sure to keep track of the exchanges.
"les an early lesson in choices in life
and lifestyle," Okorley said.
Another idea is for children to
earn credit to use toward special
purchases by doing chores they
don't normally do, such as weeding
the garden or vacuuming the car.
So what hapens when parent and
child get into those common wantversus-need conflicts? The important thing to remember as a parent is
to think about whether wearing
them is important compared with
things like meeting curfew and
making good grades.
"Young people often express
their independence through their
appearance," Townley reminds."So
dyeing hair and piercing body parts
aren't that big of a deal when you
consider there may be more important battles, and that's up to the
parent to decide."

Mrs. Carrie Cochrum Johnson
Graveside services for Mrs. Carrie Cochrum Johnson will be today
at 3 p.m. at Cuba Church of Christ Cemetery in Graves County.
Robert Hendrix will officiate.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 1 to 2:30
p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Johnson, 89, Lawrcnceburg, Tenn., formerly of Graves County, died Saturday, Aug. 10, 1996, at Columbia-Crockett Hospital,
Lawrenceburg.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Jack Johnson, one daughter, Jacqueline Johnson, one great-granddaughter, Jennifer McCowan,
and her parents, Alvin A. and Myrtle Pierce Cochrum.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Shirley Cook, Lawrenceburg,
and Mrs. Petty Prueitt, Belmont, Miss.; two sisters, Mrs. Mildred
Edwards and Mrs. Nadine Bruce, Lynnville; one brother, W.A.
Cochrum, Mayfield; two grandchildren, Jackie Prueitt and Pam McCowan; four great-grandchildren.
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Funeral rites for Mrs. Rudell Swift Lemons will be today at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Wayne
Rambo will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Kenny Pryor, Tony West, Barry Pryor, Shane
Pryor, Presley Lamm and Mitchell Pryor. Burial will follow in Storey's Chapel Cemetery.
Mrs. Lemons, 88, St. Rt. 80E, Mayfield, formerly of Bell City community, died Saturday, Aug. 10, 1996, at 11:45 p.m. at Columbia
PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield. She was the widow of Joel
Lemons.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Euple McClure, Mayfield,
Mrs. Faye Puckett, Melber, and Mrs. Joyce West and husband, J.T.,
Tri-City; one son, Wesley Lemons, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Lucille
Ray, Tr -City; six grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren; two greatgreat-grandchildren.
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The Stihl FS36 trimmer, rated #1
by a leading consumer magazine,
has all the power and durability
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Stihl built power tool

•1 8ci • 30cc
•Lifetime Electronic Ignition For
Easy Starts
• Large Easy-Access Air Filter
• 2 Year Consumer Warranty
David R. King
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Services for Deborah Jean Griffin were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Morgan Funeral Home, Princeton. The Rev. Harold Hatfield
and Rev. Richie McKinney officiated. Burial was in Liberty Church
Cemetery, Caldwell County.
Miss Griffinf18, Princeton, died Friday, Aug. 9, 1996, from injuries
sustained in an automobile accident at Shawneetown, Ill.
Survivors include her parents, Gene and Barbara Griffin Sr., one
daughter, Mrs. Barbara Robinson, and one grandson, Travis Robinson,
Caldwell County; five sisters, Mrs. Valerie Bucy, Murray, Mrs. Wilma
Jean Hendricks, Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Charlotte Ann Chambers, Birmingham, Ala., Mrs. Candance Brubaker, Savannah, Ga., and Mrs.
Earlene Swetland, Princeton; an aunt, Glenda McCuiston, Murray.
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While the cost of just about everything has gone up over the past decade, the price of TVA electricity has stayed

the same. And since our prices are already less than the national average, we've been able to save you a lot of
NURS
NURS

money. Our low prices have even helped attract more business and jobs to the Valley. So when you get right

down to it, TVA isn't just saving you money,

TVA

we're also raising the level of our economy.
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1996 VEDICARE
INFORMATION
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insurance is now
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1996.
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NOW taking applications
for full & part time help
Apply at 641 Shell 516 S
12th St

1100114Jane Marie's
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CASH for GI JOE toys, old
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SPORTABLE
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wherever it's
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753-3557
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COMPUTER Users
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Call
6 00pm-midnight.
mobile home 759-9600.
will train. Pleasant atmoFree !Misery and Financing Asailable
753-9544 after 6 00pm
good
working
sphere,
MOVING sale: Couch,
Price
Carry
A
High
Where (prafity Meyer
HOME & Office cleaning. shelves, cabinets, bicycle,
conditions.
summer
Daily, weekly,
Mention this ad. We'll pay the tax.
aquarium set, computer
ApOr in Person
cleaning. Ph Valerie, 8088
with monitor. At very
759-5021_
low prices 759-9480.
NEED your house cleaned
MOVING sale: Dining
Call 436-5475
table, computer table, writ-

1000 WEEKLY stuffing en-

753-1682

Ward Elkins

Feature Of The Week

Medic Bedding

Jo

PURDOM

753-7728

vorloti"
itedthip,
Wiggins Furniture

753-4566

NURSES AIDE

Fern Terrace
Lodge

BUSINESS SIGNS OF ALL KINDS

CUSTOM FARM SIGNS
MAGNETIC SIGNS
TRAILER
TRUCK - VAN - NORSELETTS/IMO
1411 HOUSE & MASAO&
FAST SERVICE
HIGH 'QUALITY • LOW PRICES
—ME• NOP_ NM alL•
INTAIS/kM-Aiila
01101,— 410.11.•GP•al 711P
•

eks..211
NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!

1505 Stadium View Dr.
E.O.E.

FULL time office manager
for insurance office, computer experience required.
Salary negotiable based
upon experience Send to
P.O Box 1040 T, Murray,
KY 42071
LOCAL business firm has
an immediate opening for
CSR/ Secretarial position.
Individual must possess
strong computer skills, telephone skills and be people
onented Advanced degree
preferred, but not required
Send resume to, P.O Box
1040 B, Murray, KY 42071.
LOOKING to find, 2-3 individuals. Professional. Business minded For Murray
expansion of west coast
Call
company
800-574-3075 for appt
MYSTERY shoppers Evaluate fast food in Murray
619-546 0072

CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4100 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

NO Joke Tired of answering ridiculous and misleading ads' Well I am tired of
interviewing people who
don't have a clue about
responsibility for dedication I need a few qualified
people who can step up
and help me run this office
502-442 3075 ask for
Jaime

WILL do house cleaning
Have references Call
474 2131 leave message

ing table, mattress, couch,
Cabinets, shelves, at very
low prices. Call 759-9480.

WILL sit with elderly day or
weekends
night
502-492-8852

NO Payment, No Interest
until Jan of 1997, Or low
7.9% interest on all Cub
Cadet lawn & garden tractors. Lambs Small Engine,
Industrial Rd, 753-2925.

100

NORDICTRACK WalkFit
&computer, heavy duty
model Brand new, never
ARBONNE International, used, $600 obo. 753-0013.
pure Swiss skin care and RCA color console, $225,
cosmetics management couch with dual recliners,
Work 15 hours per week $250 firm See at Southside
Earn $21,000 Travel Cash Manor, G4, Mon or Wed
bonuses Call Penny Wal- after 6pm
lace, 1-888-870-0462
RIDING mowers, push
mowers, tillers 753-8292
ARBONNE Intl skin care
and cosmetic company ex- SEARS Craftsman 10incti
panding nationwide Seek- floor model table saw with
ing 10 top caliber leaders new motor fence & 2 miter
locally Full/ part time, com- gauges, $300 Drill press
missions, bonuses, car floor model, $150. Call
program, trips, first year 759-1994
$20-$40K Call Kim toll SEE us for your barn or roof
free, 888-705-7214 ext metal. Cut to length
5192
Cover's 36 inches, many
LOOKING FOR A THRIV- colors Economy Metal &
ING BUSINESS with a nice Supply Co 489-2722.
Business
Opportunky

home included We have it SOME restaurant equipNear Johnathan Creek is ment 436-5560
where you will find this Bait
Shop Mini Mart gas sta- STRAW for sale $1 75 per
tion plus a spacious 3br, 2 bale Ph 489-2436, if no
bath modular home and 2 answer leave message
bay concrete floor garage
Business figures will be TUBE frame Dune Buggy,
made available to serious excellent shape street
prospect Call A Plus Re- legal, $3100 obo
alty 354 9599
753-8506

Independent Motor Route Carriers

Articles
For Sale

Instruction

USED furniture & app111111COS. Washer, dryers,
ref, ranges ow cond., TVs
Wood chairs, chest, dressers, desk lamps, student
desk. George E Hodge,
806 Colchvaler Rd.
WALNUT desk & chair.
Custom made, excellent
condition, $225. 753-9473.
He..
Fmk*.

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

HELP WANTED

!Masi
BALDWIN Electronic
Grand Piano, MIDI cable Full size keyboard
Never needs tuning, excel
lent condition, $1000
753-5778

GLIDER recliner & love
seat, mint condition, $325
759-9653.

BALDWIN Organ Baldwin
Piano, Bare° Violin, and
Autoharp
All like new
Adult played only,
354-8924

MATCHING sofa, loveseat
and chair. Good condition,
$150. Twin bed with 3 sets
of linen, 535. Call
767-9729.

CONSOLE/ Spinet Piano
for sale. Take on small
payments. See locally
1-800-343-6494

MOVING sale: Furniture
and appliances, like new
with good prices
753-1909.
SCUD maple dining table
with leaf and 6 chairs All
very nice, $400 Call
753-8914
190
Fillf

DRUM set, 5 piece
Yamaha, Red. Power 5,
less than 201-irs use. Also
Zildjian cymbals, $1,000.
Call 759-1087. Can be
seen at Jameson's Music,
Dixieland Shopping
Center.
210
liscallassous

Equipment

RAINBOW Vacuums
15.4 'MIDWEST grain bed Sales & service New, recomplete with hoist. Cal built, repossessed Also
492-8566.
other used vacs Call
1967 CHEVROLET grain 759-2454
truck, 13Vi ' Midwest bed &
hoist. Call 492-8566.

SENIOR SOCIAL WORKERS
HOME HEALTH
The Purchase District Health Department
is seeking applicants for Senior Social Workers in it's Home Health Agency, serving the
Purchase Area for a full time position based
at Calloway. Job duties include social assessments, eligibility determinations and
counseling based on client assessment and
treatment plans. Daily travel. Minimum
qualifications: Four year degree from a
college or university with a major in Social
Work Psychology. 1 year experience in
professional social work that includes patient assessment and case management is
required.
Starting salary $10.73/hourly, 5804.75 biweekly.Possible increase in hourly rate first
year. Applications may be picked up at any
area Health Department and mailed to
Purchase District Health Department, PO
Box 2357, Paducah, KY 42002-2357. For
more information, you may call Jeanetta
Berry, Home Health Nursing Administrator
(502) 444-9625. Resumes do not substitute
for formal applications. Transcripts are
required.
EQUAL OPPORTUNMr EMPLOYER

FARMALL mowing tractor,
$1400 obo 436-2619.
201

Mattel, a leader in the manufacture of children's toys and juvenile products is
seeking an experienced Tool and Die/Moldmaker to join their operation in

seem
EquiPment
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
HANDGUNS, Rifles, Shotguns, Quality Leather Holsters, Ammos & Access.
BHB Firearms, 436-2980.
PSE Compound bow, adjustable draw weight,
25-40Ibs. Unisystem
sights, quiver, 6 aluminum
arrows, $150 Call
753-8914,
SKI MACHINE Call after 6,
759-9839

Murray, KY.
The person we are seeking must possess a minimum of 6 years experience(4
year apprenticeship program inclusive) in moldmaking. Must have in-depth
knowledge of measuring devises, precision-like in strtunents,machine tools and
be able to read blueprints accurately. Must have the ability to build, develop and
repair tools, dies, molds, jigs, fixtures and equipment.
Mattel offers a comprehensive salary and benefit program in a progressive
environment.
Mattel Inc.
Please send resume to:
Employment Manager
307 Poor Farm Rd. E
Murray KY 42071-9565
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/111)/V
No phone calls or agencies please.

WAL*MART
WE ARE LOOKING FOR APPLICANTS SEEKING
FULL-TIME OR PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT!
ALL SHIFTS OPEN FOR 24 HOUR OPERATION.

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
(In back of old Behr's store next to Wal-Mart)

Aug. 12-Aug. 15 • 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Aug. 17 • 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Aug. 19-22 • 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Aug. 24 • 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Jobs And Training Available In The Following Areas.
Front End Service
Cashier • Customer Service • Layaway • Customer Service Mgrs.
• People Greeter • Skater
Maintenance
Janitor (Day or Night) • Cart Pushers
Receiving
Stockers (Day or Night)
Sales Associates
Mens Wear • Boys Wear • Girls Wear • Ladies Wear • Infants Wear • Fabrics
Domestics • Shoes • Jewelry • Toys • Sporting Goods • Automotive • Cosmetics
Garden Center • Stationery • Foods • Hardware/Paints • Housewares • Electronics
Fitting Room Associate • Loss Prevention • Pharmacy
Food Area Associates
Asst. Bakery Manager • Bakery Sales Associate • Baker • Grocery Receiving • Asst.
Meat Manager • Meat Cutter • Meat Wrapper • Seafood Associate • Asst. Deli
Manager • Deli Associate • Asst. Produce Manager • Produce Associate • Demo
Coordinator • Demonstrator
Tire & Lube Express
Manager Trainees • Service Manager • Tire/Lube Technicians
Alignment Technicians • Sales Clerk
We Encourage Applications From All Interested Senior Citizens
Wanting Full Or Part-Time Employment
All Associates Receive The Following Excellent Benefits
• Excellent Working Conditions
,* Stock Purchase Plan
• Advancement Opportunities
.• 10% Discount On Purchases
• Profit Sharing (Requires
• Good Wages
• Flexible Scheduling When Possible
20 Hours Per Week Average)
• Holiday Pay
We Also Offer The Following Additional Benefits For All Full-Time Associates
• Group Health Insurance
• Paid Vacations
• Group Life Insurance
• Sick Leave
• Dental Insurance
• Short Term Disability Insurance
• Long Term Disability Insurance
If You Are Looking For An Exciting And Rewarding Career Opportunity And You Have
An Interest In Any Of The Areas Listed Above — We Want To Talk To You!

APPLICATIONS WILL BE TAKEN BY WAL*MART MANAGEMENT
"Please Advise Us If Assistance In The Application Or Hiring Process Is
Needed To Accommodate A Disability"
Equal Opportunity Employer - Employer Paid Ad

10,

—

For the Murray Ledger & Times Must have own
automobile, good driving record and have own vehicle
insurance. Six days per week delivery of Ledger &
Times plus gas mileage. ENTI $11,000-516,000+
Contact Jeff Duncan — No Phone Calls
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1994 CLAYTON 16x60
2tr, 2 bath Set up in nice
area, Murray, $17,900 Call
502 825 2869

. •

4

1996 BELMONT, 16x80, 2
bedroom 2 bath with entertainment center, with central air & skirting for only
$25,500 Nonhgate Mobile
Homes, 88 Main St, Benton, KY Ph 502-527-1362
1997 BELMONT, 14x60, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, front and
rear bedrooms with central
air and skirling for only
$18,000 Financing available with $1,000 down and
payments of $18900
month Northgate Mobile
Homes. Benton, KY Ph
502 527 1362

-

a 1996 BELMONT, 16x80,
3 bedroom, 2 baths. Island
kitchen with central air and
skirting REDUCED to
$25,900 Northgate Mobile
Homes, Benton. KY Ph
502-527-1362

2 OR 3BR. gas or electric,
central h/a Edge of city
limits 753-5209.
285
Motile
Home Lots For Rent
NEAR Hazel Includes
trash, water, lawn
$100`mo 492-8488

50x 50 WAREHOUSE
space for rent 753-8050.
M F 8 00 5 00
650 SQ FT near Courts
quare at 500 Maple St in
Murray Call 753-8964
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COMMERCIAL building on
Hwy 94 near Kenlake
Great space and frontage
$43,750 Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MLS4.3000719

HOUSE & 7 acres, storage '91 TOYOTA Carnry, 4dr,
buildings, 19 fish pond fully a/c, pl, WIN, $6700 obo
stocked, lots of extras 4 382-2395
Miles from town, $95,000
Cal 435-4511 or 435-4003.

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

DOWNTOWN upstairs office space on Court
Square Rent $95 Includes
utiltees 753-1266

Heights
University
Apartments Is now accepting applications
for 1 & 2 bedroom
rental assisted apartments opening soon.
These ars for families
handdisabled,
icapped, senior citizens, wheelchair sccessible. For more Information call
759-2282
753-7473
Mon.-Wed.-Frl.
8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
For hearing Impaired
only call
1-800-247-2510.
Eoial Housing Opportunity

LOVELY country horns situated on CA private
acres This is a 2br, w/
additional room that can be
converted to 3rd bedroom.
Properly is fenced on 3
sides, has large detached
garage Large wooden
deck wiliot tub surrounds
the home Offered at
$82,500 thru Kopperud Realty,
75301222
M1S13000611.

FOR rent 40 x30 shop on
private land, 1 mile out of
city limits For information
call 753-0305 after 5 30pm

Available Now
Stella Storage
Mini Warehouses
3 sizes to choose
from. Located behind
Stella Grocery on
Hwy. 121 North
753-7443
•
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753-7536

NEAR University, 2 room
R
furnished efficien
room- kit
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St bath, con
mo
Wt, S.
753 8302 or 753-9621
ed Available
3-4560, 9am to
WAREHOUSE, 3000sq ft, no
14 blocks off Courtsquare
in Murray, Ky at 602-B,
NOW taking applications
Maple St CWI 753 8964
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
310
Southside Manor, 906
Want
Broad St Extended, beTo Rent
tween 8am- 12noon No
WANT to rent shop. 3 Car phone calls please Equal
or bigger with air compres- Housing Opportunity.
sor 759-4607 leave VERY nice 2br, 1 bath dumessage.
plex, appliances furnished,
wid hookup, central gas
h/a. $475/mo. 1yr lease,
lmo deposit. No pets
753-2905, 753-7536.
1,2,38D apts. Furnished,
very nice near MSU. No
pets.
753-1252
days,753-0606 after 5pm.

21113, central h/a, wather,
dryer & dishwasher. Water,
trash pickup and lawn care
provided. 11 Miles from
Murray, $385/mo plus deposit. 762-4483, 8-4 or
345-2748 after 5pm.
HILLDALE.Apts now taking
applications for 1,2, & 3br
apts. Handicap accessible
Apply at Hilldale Apts office
Monday-Friday, 7 30,3 30
Equal Housing Opportunity 437-4113 TOO
1-800-545 1833 X287
KENTUCKY Lake Lakeland Wesdy Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888

360
Pets
& Supplies

.•••

17-

AKC Golden Retriever,
male, 7mos, shots &
wormed, $150 382-2331

WI

3 BR brick, 2 miles 121 S., central AJC &
gas heat, ceiling fans, dishwasher, range it
ref., cable, city water, blacktop drive,
newly landscaped, mature fruit and shade
trees. $89,500. 753-8515

AKC puppies, shots &
wormed, Schipperke,
$150, Maltese $250
502 382-2831
AKC Reg Choc Labs
wormed, first shot, vet
$ 1 75
checked
901 644 1057
AKC Reg Choc Labs
Wormed, first shot, vet
$ 1 75
checked,
901-644-1057
BLACK Lab puppies, AKC
registered, lOwks
Wormed & shots. Call
753 9848 or 753-0135 after
5

2106 Villa Square
I BR, 2'12 RA. over 3,(XX) sy ft living arca
Southwest Villa Estates. SI 59,50ii
Kopperud Realty 753-1222. MI.S4 3000674

Closeout Sale
On All 1996 Models
Shop and Compare
Many To Choose From.

Best Home Center
Camden, TN

901-584-2009

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
.135
Lake
Property
BEAUTIFUL wooded lots
on resort w/marina & restaurant Nine miles from
Benton or Draffenville
$15,000 or consider trade
753 9211, 354-6422
NEAT & nice neighborhood,'4br, 2 bath home on
double lot Asking $29,500
Make offer Call Carol, Kopperud Realty 753-1222
WATERFRONT LOT
1 3 mil acres on Cypress
Creek north of Paris Landing Marina Has gentle
slope to water New 24x36
covered boat dock, old
house place MOODY RE•
ALTY Co. Inc Tommy
Moody. Realtor, 414 Tyson, Paris,
TN
901-642-5093, Toll Free
800-642-5093

3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights. 500 feet from
city limits All underground
city utilities 753-2339.
5 BUILDING lots near Irvin
Cobb Resort 436-5811

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858
510
Pubis

Big
Garage Sale
Thurs., Aug. 8
thru Aug. 17
Hwy. 121 S. over state
line Into Tenn. to Cypress Rd. (Shamrock
Resort sign)left 1.8 mi.
Log home on left.
Baby, kithen rams, nding
lawn moist,cathse, MU,
lamps, chairs, pictures,

Nome*
For Sale

Used
Cats

-190
Used
Care
1989 BUICK LeSabre,
dean, great family car, 1
owner. 759-3073.
1976 PONTIAC Catalina,
p/b, p/s, air, garage kept,
63xxx actual miles, $1,100
489-2278
1980 BUICK Regal new
paint, tires, etc. Exceptionally dean. 753-8165.
1984 CORVETTE, automatic, loaded, 73xxx miles.
Great shape. $8,900.
753-0618.
1986 MAZDA 323, blue
color, low mileage, negotiable price. 759-9480.
1991 CHEVY Cavalier, 2dr,
4cyl, maroon, 71xxx miles,
$5,700. 437-4378 after
5Pm•

g60

1991 DODGE Grand Cara
van LE, 3.3, V6, dual ac,
Michelin radials, loaded.
2YR old home,4 miles from Only 58xxx miles, $10,400
town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car obo 489-2284
garage Large lot and lots of
1991 PONTIAC Firebird
extras 753-4761.
Formula, V8, t-tops, 305,
3BR, 2 bath, '4 mile from 64xxx mi, cold air. Great
city limits, $72,000 condition, $7500.
753 0838.
767-0310.
Homes
For Sale

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years ex
BOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848

Williams
Used Cars
Hazel, KY
1 mi. N. 641
492-8898

LEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING. House. mobile homes, brick 8 vinyl
Buildings, RV's, sidewalks
Free estimates 753-6490

SUNRISE Lawn Service
Complete lawn and landscaping service 436-5703
ask for Jim Leave

UCENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Remove/ Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5484

MINISSQ0

MARC'S Lawn S Landscaping. Mulch for sale,
rough or shredded.
753-6226 or 753-4168.

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690.

ASPHALT DRIVEWAY MOODY'S mower repair
SEAUNG Free estimates Pickup & delivery
753-2279
753-5668
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair. replacement 759 1515

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers Licensed & Insured Phone 753-6384,
767-9630

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 7594564

NEED a Carpenter? Call
753-2627 Will do all types
of work Specialize in flooring, decks, porches, handrails, garages, other odd
fobs
PAINTING, interior, exterior, winter rates, home re
pairs Free estimates
436-5032 anytime

BOBS Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134

Tele
don is
tan CI%
the al
Pledge
will gc
was b)
Tuck.
Mur

Editor
Scott I

Billy F
at bask
senior
School
Jenn
Bill ar
Crass,
School
makers
FHA I
ing at-

WALLPAPER Hanging
Quality workmanship, 25
years experience, FREE
Estimates James McFar
lane 750-9750
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free eat
mates 753-2592

BUSHHOGGING, driveways graded, gardens and
lawns rota-tilled New 60
inch rote tiller does a terrific PLUMBING Repair. All
job Call Jonesy 437-4030 types plumbing repair
Reasonable rates,
BUSHHOGGING- grader
502-437-4545.
blade/ box blade & frontend
loader work Gravel, dirt, PLUMBING' repairs, fast
sand, etc. Snow removal service 436-5255
52 Tiller for gardens
Yards mowed & weeded R & R ELECTRIC Mobile
Free estimates Call Gary home hookup, new con
753-0912, Lawrence struction, rewinng, trouble
shooting & repairs Free
492-8530
estimates fast service Call
CAROL'S Custom Clean- anytime
Murray,
ing Home and office ser- 762-0001
vices. Reasonable rates
Bonded, reliable. For more SEAMLESS gutters ininformation please call, stalled, residential or commercial, Serval' Gutter Co
753-9351 ask for Carol.
753-6433
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664.

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5
Free estimates Visa/MC
accepted 753-0530.
TO PLACE AN AD CALL

753-1916
DEADLINES
Docdttaer we 1 days In
advance!
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers ere retrasted
to cited' tbe first laseelloa
of their atie for any error.
Murray Lodger 1 Items
ea be roapossibie for wily
Das locorroci Inert/ow
Amy error shorld be re

ported immediately so corrections cern be acids.
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7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

CLEANING- yards, barns,
sheds, attics, garages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb, 436-5950
CONCRETE Finishing
382-2310, 382-2637
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

1980 PROWLER, 33ft
camper at Cypress Bay Resort Call Robert Hopkins,
753-5833, 753-5422
JUST UKE NEW RV sitting
under a stationary roofed
area, sitting on its own lot
with all the hookups You
can decide to stay there
forever or travel with it and
return anytime you wish.
You won't believe how nice
for only $27,500 Call APlus Realty, 354-9599.
520
Boats
Motors
1972, 28FT Carver, new
engine, new outdrrve Many
extras, must sell, $8,000
1995 GTS SeaDoo with
trailer Must sell, $5950
618-544-9277
1994 SUNCRUISER pontoon, 70hp Evinrude and
drive-on trailer Excellent
condition 492-8514.
1995 POLARIS 3seater Jet
Ski with trailer, Nice
436-2619
1996 DONZI 275, (29'3"
overall) mid berth cruiser.
Loaded- 520K in options. 1
Remaining Bear Creek
Boat
Works,
1-800-354-9501
1996 PONTOONS. 3 Remain. 1-20', 1-24', 1-21'
Tritoon, Bear Creek Boat
Works, 1-800-354-9501.
50HP Evinrude, 1984 long
shank,electric start, $1500.
Parker
Marine,
901-642-6569, Paris, TN
PONTOON boat, 50hp
Evinrude & trailer Sale or
trade. 436-574-4.

1121

3BR bock. 2 mi 121 S
central aic & gas heat, ceiling fans, dishwasher, range
& refrig Cable & city water,
blacktop drive, newly land
scaped Mature fruit &
shade trees, $89,500
753-8515

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

sin

3BR, 3 bath brick, 2300sq 1992 CADILLAC Sedan
ft, 16x16 deck, 5x44 back DeVille, low mileage, perporch, 16x16 block storage fect condition. Call
CELEBRITY Boats. Only 4building on College Farm 753-2967.
1996's remain! All 4 will be
Road, $74,500. Call
1994 CUTLASS Supreme, discounted. Bear Creek
753-8723 after 3
Boat
Werks,
fully loaded, white
1-800-354-9501
38R, 3 bath brick and vinyl 753-2154.
house located 3 mi NW of
Murray Carport plus de- 1994 WHITE Ford Escort
tached garage, 40x40' for sale, 9xxx miles Call
shop bldg w/elec and wa 753-4590.
Services
ter, patio 1 + Acre, eat in 1995 TOYOTA Camry SE.
Offered
kitchen w4ots of cabinets, black, 6cyl, auto, leather
dr, Ir, fr, utility office/storage interior with auto sunroof, Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
rm Apprx 2270sq ft living loaded Very nice car Less stump removal, tree sprayarea Central electric air. than book value 759-5606 ing, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
central propane gas heat or 753-0956 after 6pm
mulch spreading, gutter
Range and dishwasher
New carpet, paint, gutter,
cleaning. Licensed & invinyl Beautiful mature
sured, Full line of equipBankruptcy
ment, Free estimates Tim
trees and flowers
436-5744,
Lamb
$107,000 Shown only by
Bad Credit
1-800-548-5262.
appointment 759-5750

or No Credit
Most Qualify
at $500 Down.

limbo
WNW

Services
°Hired

1992 FORD Aerostw XLT,
extended leisure van
82xxx Mules, locally
owned, serviced every
3,000 miles. 4 0, V6 Dual
air. all power, accessories,
Michelin tires, digital dash
Two-tone gray, with matching interior 4 Captains
chairs with rear fold down
bench seat. 7 passenger
Beautiful van in excellent
NEAT 2br, 2 bath home condition, $2,000 under
with central heat and air black book, clean whole
Completely redone in 1994 sale at $8750 Call
Located within walking dis 436-2561 for appointment
twice of lake Features, 2 to see and &rye
car attached garage and 2
car detached garage Of
50o
fared at $59.500
Used
MLS13000703 Call KopTrusts
perud Realty at 753 1222
1968 CHEVY pickup,
NEW 3br, 3 bath on corner $1200. 759-1781.
of Nancy Dr & Brookhaven,
Woodgate Sub. Asking 1977 FORD F-100 p u ,
$150,000 753-2334 ask for Net), a/c, p/s, p/b, dependCalvin
able $1950 obo 753-4522
after 6pm
NEW home, 85% complete 3BR, 2 bath, 1400sq 1985 CHEVY S-10, 4sp,
ft with a carport. Located in $1000 obo 436-2780,
753-0530
East Y Subdivision
753-7091
1988 CHEVROLET pickup,
PRICE reduced on new 3br long bed, nice truck. Servhouse on corner of Rugby iced reg, 113xxx miles.
and Oakhill Dr in Campbell 753-1873.
Estates Excellent floor
1995 FORD F150, 4x4,
plan, plus has an extra
Flair Side, black, low miles,
multi-purpose room Call
warranty, extra dean, extra
753-3903
nice, $16,500. 436-2225.
VERY nice well kept semi
1995 GMC Sierra, 305,
A-frame house 3BR, 2
5sp, 20xxx miles, dark red
bath, large family room, w/gray
interior Call
sunroom, large deck, car435-4468 or 753-9763.
port, storage building on
Leave message, will return.
approx 1 acre with old barn
753-6910 days, 437-4079 '94 S-10 AUTO, p/s,
after 6prn
cass, 31xxx miles, factory
warranty, silver/grey int.
-170
Like new, $8500. Weekdays after 3prn, anytime
weekends 753-2976.
Motorcycles

AUGUST Special! New
Sub-division, exceptional
lots with all underground
utilities, yet overlooking 1975 HARLEY Davidson
pleasant farmland. Conve- Super Glide FX 93 stroker.
niently located near country Best offer, 759-1110.
clubs and schools. Special
1993 HONDA Fourtrax 300
price. Call 753-5630 or
4 wheeler. Excellent condi753-5541.
tion, $2800 435-4561.
--•
Lot in Lynn Grove with high
way frontage Good loca- '85 HONDA 350X, 3
wheeler
New RCM
tion 502-474-0116
Header, good condition,
MURRAY Estates. Starting $1,000 obo '87 Warrior,
at $18,000. Great location red & black, good condition,
for now & the future. $1350 Call 753-2765 and
5 0 2 - 4 3 5 - 4 4 8 7 , leave message
904 673 0040.

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center _ 11 ACRES mil, currently
Drive behind Shoney's. used for cattle, 2 ponds,
2br, 2 bath mobile home.
759-4081
$20-$40/n
Convenient to Murray Call
Carol, Kopperud Realty.
753-1222.
365
25 ACRES, 11 acres timFor Sais
ber, 2 story, 2br, 1 bath
Or Lease
house, propane gas heat,
4200S0 ft building on 1.58 fireplace, fenced pasture,
acres in shopping center in stock barn, outbuildings,
Cadiz, Ky. Ideal for garner- fruit trees. Also has mobile
°on) or any retail business
home site with oleic hookup
502-522-1304.
& septic tank Located 4'h
TOBACCO barn, 32x52 at miles east of Hazel. Call
Coldwater 502 489 2116 492-8586.
leave message
ACREAGE for sale_ 1-A to
370
275-A Owner financing
Livestock
502-759-4713, 9am-5pm
& &cella

4YR Old spotted saddle
MUR CAL Apartments now gelding horse. Very gentle,
accepting applications for great kid horse for show &
1, 2 and 3br apartments trail. 14.1 Hands.
He's
Phone 759 4984 Equal Great!$1200. Ph 436-5867
Housing Opportunity
leave message.

V.
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a-1996 SOUTHRIDGE,
16x80 front kitchen, pantry
in kitchen, large living room 1614 OLIVE.
Room for
and kitchen, beige carpet, a rent.
Utilities furnished.
real beauty. REDUCED to Coleman
RE. 753-9898.
$19,500. See at Lakeland
3BR, 1.4 baths. 316 N 6th
Quality Homes, 641 N. 1BR Apt-& efficiency -apt St $435/no plus deposit,
Benton, KY. Ph available now. Coleman gas heat. No pets
502-527-5253.
753-9098.
762-4483, 8-4, 345-2748
COMPLETELY remodeled 1BR furnished. utilities & after 5
14x65, 2br,2 full baths, set cable included. Pasture & 38R, w/d hookup, refrig &
up on rented lot, $8750 barn space available, stove.
No pets, 1yr lease.
753-6012
$350/mo. 435-4236.
753-2093.
1BR, low utilities, refer- 4BR,3 baths, 2 car carport
ences & deposit required. 1705 Miller 437-4180.
22D
No pets, $225/mo.
753-3949.
360
For Rant
1 OR 2br apts. near downOr Lease
town Murray. 753-4109.
2BR, near Kirksey, central
ha, washer, dryer, deck.
Private wooded lot w/
stream No pets, lyr lease,
$300 489-2534 before
90n7

=4
,- ti"
.
: .P
.''''..
'
-•• ''-‘'''
"....r

MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1 2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm Ipm, Mon Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr

Swamis

1994 ATLANTIC, 16x80,
shingles, vinyl All ap
pliances. 2 decks on beaut
iful rental lot 759-9603

v'T

Ix

88FTx5Oft Metal building
Insulated. gas heat Can be
used for 1 or 2 shops or
stores Located 406 Sun
bury Circle See Carlos
Black at Blacks Decorating
Center or call, 753 0839 or
436 2935

12x65 WITH or without lot
753-6012

1989. 24x52 BUCCANEER, 3br, 2 bath, stove,
refill), central h/a Brick
foundation, double carport,
outbuilding with electricity
132120 Lot East of Mur
ray 753-7086

1''• •

•

.
. ,. ..
Lt:Ir

Rost
Estate

11111161.1111

1985 LASER, 14x70, 2br, 2
baths Central h/a, located
between Murray & Mayfield
on CaPoway Coulistn
ie
v
road,east 2'4 miles.
nice! $12.000/ trailer only
Daytime 753-6000. after
6prn 489-2384

.•"7 Is •
'

•

Ape/tweets
For Rent

Abele
Meow For Sale

1985, 14x70, 2BR Storage
bldg. front & bath deck,
$6800 753-5224 leave
message

...%?••1 • '. • •,*::•'. •
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A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737.
A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
hauling, tree trimming
Free Estimates. Mark
Lamb 436-5791.

4BR. 2 bath brick, utility
room, central ha, with ap
pkances 1850sq ft living
ALL around hauling, junk
space. 2 car garage with
clean up. cleaning out
paved driveway Bedrooms
sheds, gutters tree work
Large with walk in closets & 1 OWNER, 66xxx
Free estimates Joe Lamb
large living room Fenced 1984 Thunderbird in new
436-2867
patio, nicely landscaped, condition, $3500 This car
large lot Kept very nice is ready for someone to use ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
753-0509 after 530
and erecry 753-3704 MS foundations, slabs, sidewalks. driveways, buildings,
HARDWOOD Moors 4BR guarantee
remodeling, repairs, AGC
central heat and air '89 T-BIRD, maroon,
certified 4892214
breezeway and attached loaded, $3800 '86 F-150,
garage 4 Acre lot in the 4w/d, 351hp, white, 13000 ANTIQUE refinishing, furmiddle of town $65K
Gray topper for Ford truck, niture repair & custom
753-9369
woodworking 753-8056
lwb, $300. 753-4792.

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing and
bathhoe work, septic sys
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

I
Buis

ATTENTIONI

0

1

bi di
c° Plumbing
1Cooksey's
Liconsad Master Plumber
Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

k

Phone 436-2667d

•IN=

CUSTOM tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging
Gerald Carroll- owner
502-492-6159.
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. 'Cleaning' vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, at exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
DONALD Fincher, Steve
Cothran Floor Covering, installation service
759-1688, 753-4401.
DRYWALL finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.
FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service. Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white,
grey 492-8488.
GENE Steely Custom
Woodworks Walnut &
cherry lumber Planed or
rough Cut to order Hobbies welcome'We buy walnut, cherry, etc 753-6156

HANDYWORK/odd jobs
wanted. No 'rib too small.
Just give us a call.
759-1184.
HENDERSON'S Stump
Removal Service Affordable rates Quality work
Free estimates Call or
437-4839
IVIE'S Roofing -n- Handyman Service 527-5065
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
KY 436-5560

Tree Service

SO2-xl36-5744
_1-800-548-5.20.2
LICLNSED & ENSURED
Tree Trimming

Free Estimates
241* Service
Gurter Cleaning &
Mulch Hauling
Landscaping
Hedge Trtmming
rill?' Spraying

Tree Removal
Stump Removal
Cleanup Service
Light Hauling Etc.
Full Line. 01
''Qta.,IIIN 1,..r.,.."'
Equipment

°anal & Operated
UV
-flisi Loth

Custom
CABINETS
6 WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 4th St (Neat to Lustier Mater) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC

Painting Contractors

LAMB'S Painting and Contractors No job loo large or
small
ResidentialSandblasting- Spray Painting
436-5950,
1-800-636-5262.

• • e••

LL

Quality Work at Reasonable Prices

it),N11 [AMENS
Painting Contractors
ilt

--.,4

- -No job too large or too small--

Residential Sandblasong
Commercial Spray Painting
Industrial
Pressure Washing
1-800-636-5262

Licensed & Insured
Mir( Sheetrock Repair
Mildew Siding

FREE ESTIMATES
NIA

HALEY'S

r7
1;
14

013JE,

v':11R9ellni tialik
licand

fog
CoNvEi

Sales

Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"

\\.).

112 SO. 12th Murray. KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

LAMB Home Exteriors
Vinyl siding replacement
windows & gutter repair
Reliable fast service
Licensed & Insured Free
Estimates 436 5950
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling
_additions. roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269

TO twilit
5'00 Pre
1500KEC
FLIGHT
THE

P

mb Brothers

G & E Plumbing repairs
Free estimates 492-8680
or 759-5613
GET YOUR ROOF REPAIRED BEFORE
WINTER WEATHER
Roofing, construction,
home repairs, remodeling.
Local, licensed, 20yrs experience References
available Openings available. Rogers Roofing.
759-9600.

I

ItgE
PS
CUFTOIN KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOS WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
ice SUNBURY MURRAY 0346160 Bunny Broach
7E1 SO40
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TODAY, IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Television Host Randy Herndon is pictured with Murray Civitan Club President R.B. Barton at
the annual Civitan Telethon.
Pledges and money of $2,400
will go to W.A.T.C.H. The photo
was by Staff Photographer David
Tuck.
Murray Ledger & Times Sports
Editor _Kent Brown writes about
Scott Nix, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Billy-Rue Nix, and his attendance
at basketball camps. He will be a
senior at Calloway County High
School.
Jennifer Rayburn, daughter of
Bill and Jan Rayburn, and Sally
Crass, advisor, of Murray High
School Chapter of Future Homemakers of America attended the
FHA National Leadership meeting at- Orlando, Fla.
Twenty years ago
A Rocking Chair Marathon,
sponsored by Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens and Murray Quota Club, will begin Aug.
20 at 5 p.m. on lawn of Calloway
County Courthouse.
O.C. McLemore was honored
by Murray Lions Club for completion of 30 years membership
in the club. Making the presentation was District Governor Codie
L. Caldwell.
Tony Boone, 1976 graduate of
Murray High School, played in
the annual East-West All-Star
football game at Lexington.
Linda Truett Lilly and Nelson
Ray Gardner were married July
24 at First Baptist Church,
Muffa .

Thirty years ago
Murray Water and Sewer Systems will observe National
Waterworks Week with an open
house on Aug. 14.
Preston Ty Holland, coach at
Murray High School, discussed
the forthcoming football season
of play at a meeting of 'Murray
Lions Club.
Births reported iWclude a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. T.G. Curd it.;
Aug. 3; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Sheppard, Aug.. 8.
Kent McCuiston, Bobby Williams, Ellen Watson and Debbie
Galloway, members of Calloway
County 4-H Teen Club, participated in Junior Leadership
Weekend Camp held Aug. 5-7 at
Dawson Springs.
Forty years ago
Jimmy Thompson, member of
Murray Training School Chapter
of Future Farmers of America,
took top honors by showing
Senior and Grand Champion
Jersey at County Junior Dairy
Show on Aug. 11. Danny Kemp,
member of Murray 4-H Club,
won Junior Championship Division with his senior calf. He also
took junior calf class.
Murray American Legion
Baseball Team left Aug. 12 by
bus for Wilmington, N.C., to particpate in area eliminations which
lead to the finals to be at Bismark, S.C., according to Allen
Rose and Guy Billington, local
officials.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Hendley
will be married for 50 years Aug.
19.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, August 13, the 226th day of 1996. There are 140
days left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
On August 13, 1961, Berlin was divided as East Germany sealed off
the border between the city's eastern and western sectors in order to
halt the flight of refugees. Two days later, work began on the Berlin
Wall
On this date:
In 1521, Spanish conqueror Hernando Cortez captured present-day
Mexico City from the Aztec Indians.
In 1624, French King Louis XIII named Cardinal Richelieu his first
minister.
In 1704, the Battle of Blenheim was fought during the War of the
Spanish Succession, resulting in a victory for English and Austrian
forces.
In 1818, suffragist Lucy Stone was born in West Brookfield, Mass.
In 1846, the American flag was raised for the first time in Los
Angeles.
In 1899, movie director Alfred Hitchcock was born in London.
In 1910, Florence Nightingale, the founder of modern nursing, died
in London.
In 1932, Adolf Hitler rejected the post of vice chancellor of Germany, saying he was prepared to hold out "for all or nothing."
In 1934, the satirical comic strip "Li'l Abner," created by Al
Capp, made its debut.
In 1942, Walt Disney's animated feature "Bambi" premiered at
Radio City Music Hall in New York City.
In 1946, 50 years ago, author H.G. Wells died in London.
In 1960, the first two-way telephone conversation by satellite took
place with the help of Echo I.
In 1989, searchers in Ethiopia found the wreckage of a plane which
had disappeared almost a week earlier while carrying Texas Congressman Mickey Leland and 15 other people — there were no survivors.
Ten years ago: The Senate approved President Reagan's request for
$100 million in aid to the Nicaraguan contras.
Five years ago: Clark Clifford resigned as chairman of First American Bankshares Inc., a bank holding company the government said
had been illegally acquired by the Bank of Credit and Commerce
International. (Clifford and law partner Robert Altman were indicted
in 1992 on charges of lying to regulators and receiving bribes from
BCC1; Altman was acquitted at trial, and remaining charges against
both men were dropped.)

DAILY COMICS

visit another relative or friend so
they will be free to go.
— Don't offer any advice or
express any opinion on family matters unless asked.
— Volunteer information that
they might be too embarrassed to
ask for, such as arrangements for
your burial, hospitalization, etc.
DEAR 80 AND HOLDING:
These rules were written more
Thank you for sending it to me. than 22 years ago. I read them often
I agree, the rules are worth and am determined to keep them.
repeating. Read on:
76 AND HOLDING
DEAR ABBY: I found the
enclosed clipping from your column
in a collection of favorite articles
compiled by my late sister. I think
its message to the elderly bears
repeating.
80 AND HOLDING IN
RIVER FOREST,ILL

DEAR ABBY: When my husband's mother came to live with my
husband and me 23 years ago, she
made our lives so miserable I vowed
I would never bring such misery to
my children if I ever had to live
with them. One day, I wrote myself
a letter containing some rules. I put
it in an envelope marked, "To be
opened on the day I go to live with
one of my children" — then I put it
away.
I've been widowed and self-sufficient for eight years, but I was
recently forced to give up my job
and move in with my daughter. I'm
submitting that letter. Perhaps
your older readers might benefit
from it, as I intend to. Here are the
rules:
— Give what you can toward
your keep. Any budget will stretch
just so far.
— Keep yourself clean and neat.
Fresh undies and daily baths are a
must.
— Remember, it is their home.
Give them privacy at every opportunity.
— Try to make your own friends
and develop interests outside the
home.
— If you suspect they would like
to go away on a vacation but are
hesitant because of you, offer to

CONTRACT BRIDGE

The Bidding Tells the Tale

BLONDIE
CORA IS THE ONLY NOMAN EVER
ATE0...FROM TNE MOMENT WE
MET SHE JUST KNOCKED
ME Ou'r
•

OF COURSE, AS THE YEARS
ROLLED BY, I WOULD
OCCASIONALLY LOOK AT
AN ATTRACTIVE WOMAN...

I..
qe;

•\.
4Ne

3
1
1
:1
1
•11•014*.

CATHY
TO MAKE THE(1:00 FLIGHT, HE
WANTS TO LEAVE FOR THE AiltPORT 816 00Am... TO MAKE
SURE WE LEAVE BY 4:00, ME
wANTS YOU AT OUR HOUSE 84
(4O0,HM. TO MAKE SURE YOU'RE
MERE AT WOO, HE'LL GIVE YOU
A WAKE-UP CALL AT Z:00 AM.

TO /HAKE SURE HE'S UP ID OWE
YOU THE WAKE-UP CALL, I'M
GOING TO MAKE A BID POT OF
COFFEE AT MONIONT AND
YOUR FATHER WILL SIT IN A
CHAIR, STARING BUG-ENED AT
THE CLOCK FOR TWO HOURS.

M4 DAD. ANOTHER TRIP,
ANOTHER 10,000 80NUS
MILES ON THE FREQUENT
WORRIERS PROGRAM.

FOR BETTER or FOR WOILSF:
NOT NovJ THE
GRAINS BE.eN
CUT, AN'ITS
GcrriFN DECOMBINED WHILE11-S DRY

DAPS EiF_EN our THERESINCE EilFkLYTHLS MoRNIN c; -130T THERE2S NO
WAY HE'LL GeT IT" DOWBEFORE THE RAIN CoMES

-

East dealer.
of clubs were cashed, West discardNorth-South vulnerable.
ing a heart and a diamond, and a
NORTH
fourth club was led to the ten, West
•K 7 3
discarding a spade.
J4
South had eight sure tricks at
•J 5 4 2
this point; had he tried either the
4 10 8 7 6
heart or diamond finesse, he would
WEST
EAST
have gone down one after West won
4 A QJ 96 4
+52
and cashed three more spades. How✓ K 10 3
p98652
ever, acting on the assumption that
•K 97
+1083
West had both red kings for his three
+5
4J 9 3
spade bid, declarer next led a diaSOUTH
mond to the ace, producing this po+ 108
sition:
10' A Q 7
North
•A Q6
+7
J4
4 A K Q 42
The bidding:
•J 5 4
East
South West North
West
East
2 NT
Pass
3+
3 NT
•A 9 6
p9865
Opening lead — queen of spades.
K 10
+108
If you look at all four hands, it • K
seems South can't make three
South
notrump. After West leads a spade,
V A Q7
declarer has only eight top tricks; if
• Q6
he tries for a ninth by taking a
+4
finesse in either red suit, West wins
When the club four was now
and cashes his remaining spades to cashed, West could not find a satisdefeat the contract.
factory discard. Since a discard in
But South made three notrump, either red suit would immediately
and,what's more,there was nothing prove fatal, he elected to let go of a
the defense could do about it. The spade.
key to the winning line of play was
South thereupon exited with a
West's three spade bid, which came low diamond,and West was a goner.
back to haunt him later on.
After taking the king and cashing
Declarer started by ducking the two spades, he had to concede the
spade queen,then took the jack con- last two tricks to the ace of hearts
tinuation with the king. The A-K-Q and queen of diamonds.
Tomorrow: Bridge is a game of probabilities

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Afresh
5 Kind of show
9 Bikini top
12 Santa —,
-- Calif.
13 Bring to ruin
14 Swiss nver
15 Main course
at dinner
17 Chemical
suffix
18 However
19 Ms. Hartman
21 Easy gait
23 Apportioned
27 Symbol for
thallium
28
22"
29 Tear
31 Auricle
34 — garde
35 Lock opener
37 Wrestling
pad
39 French
article
40 — Francisco
42 Outfit
44 Swift
46 18th letter of
the alphabet

GARFIELD
ILL NOW TAKE REQUESTS
FROM THE AUDIENCE
40.
-Nrat4,
_
101
* 4,
Allik„. el'
,
MEV
la

ar
41/
"
1 16' V

MALLARD FILLMORE

Jr;

SAR1300R, A5 CHAIRMAN of
t44E RNC, 048AT >bore FlzimAgy
OSJECIWE
,
fOR tiAl4
MAUARD, WE WANT
CONVEATIOP
to
114e NAllOwl
qOP iS
REXIBLE,
C.ohtfizOMIN(r
ANG0 TOLERAAT
oFEVERYalf—

Excerr
PAT
13t1C1ANAEl.

PEANUTS
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ON SURE,
SCARE IEM ALL AWAY!

JUST LEVELING THE
PLAYING FIELD, SIR..
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48 —Mountains
of Europe
50 L.A. team
53 Monastery
occupant
54 And so on
(abbr.)
55 Pronoun
57 Declares
61 Director
Elaine —
62 Debt notes
(abbr.)
64 Of the mouth
65 Satisfy
(abbr.)
66 Write by
machine
67 'A Town
Without —"
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1 Metnc
measure
2 — sequitur
3 NY time
4 Sorcerer
5 Search
6 World org.
7 Wedding
words
8 Author Emile

Answer to Previous Puzzle

9 Meaningless
talk
10 Filmdom's
Gomez
Addams
11 A Johnson
16 One or the
other
20 — Lingus

MIME MEM MEM
BM MOM MINI
MIMI= NE MEN
MIMI MUM
EMMEMOMMdU
MEM= MEM MN
ME MEM NW ME
MEM MEM MINIM
dd MEMMEMME
MEMEN MEIN
MEM NM IMMilid
MEM MEM HIM
MEM WM= MUM
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0K OUT, FISH!
HERE SHE COMES!

DEAR ABBY: Three years ago,
after 27 years of marriage, I went
through a divorce. My husband had
become involved with another
woman and refused to break it off.
so I really had no choice.
I have picked up the pieces of my
life and put them back together little by little. I have not dated since
my divorce. I needed this time to
heal and to work on rebuilding my
life. A shattered 27-year marriage is
difficult to get over quickly.
There is a very nice man from a
neighboring community who lost
his wife to cancer about a year ago.
We went to the same school and
church. I know him and his family;
however, I don't know if he is dating
anyone. I'm almost sure he doesn't
know that I am alone now. .
__
Would it be OK for me to write
him a note or give him a call? I
know times have changed, but I
don't want to appear too pushy. It's
been 30 years since I have dated,
but now that I'm alone, my thoughts
keep drifting back to this man.
What do you think, Abby'?
YOLTNG AT HEART
DEAR YOUNG: It would certainly be OK for you either to
give him a call or send him a
note. Nothing ventured, nothing
gained. I wish you well. Please
keep me posted.
• * •

COQA KNOCKED ME
OUT THEN, TOO

*GA*

TO MAKE SURE WE /HAKE THE
S'00 Pool CRUISE, YOUR FATHER1
BOOKED US ON A 900.i
FLIGHT THAT WILL GET US ID
THE BOAT 84 NOON.

•••
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(airline)
22 Mountain
(abbr.)
23 King toppers
24 Ms. Turner
25 Army ott.
26 Not well-lit
30 Father or
mother
32 "I cannot tell
—
33 Cincinnati —
36 Canine cry
38 Casual
garment
(2 wds )
41 Sinatra and
McKeon
43 Athletic
center
45 Hebrew letter
47 Goulet ID
49 Stir to action
50 Seattle
Supersonics
forward
Shawn —
51 Type style
(abbr)
52 Bnng — (sue)
56 — sauce
58 Biblical
character
59 — -a-tat
60 Cunning
63 — front
(honest)

DEAR READERS: If you
would like your letter published, please include your
name, area code and telephone
number.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOVT: I'm a 63-year-old
male in apparent good health. Until
three months ago, I had a reasonably
strong sex drive and enjoyed intercourse with my wife of 39 years about
once a week. Without warning, I was
impotent. My testosterone level was
checked and is within normal limits
However, would I benefit from a low
dosetestosterone skin patch?
DEAR READER: Supplemental
testosterone, in patch or pill form, will
help impotence in men who have a
documented deficiency of the hormone as indicated by a blood test. It
will not help a man who has sufficient
testosterone.
In fact, the drug is contraindicated
in such patients because of the
increased risk of prostate cancer and
heart disease associated with its use.
The causes of impotence are legion,
ranging from depression and alcohol
abuse to diabetes and circulatory problems. Fortunately, most causes of
impotence are treatable - once the
cause has been identified. Medication,
erection-aids (devices of various sorts).
and counseling are common therapies.
To discover the reason for your sexual problem, start with your family
physician for a complete examination
and routine blood tests You can be
referred to a urologist as needed.
Many men, after decades of happy
marriage, develop sexual difficulties
land loss of interest) because of overfamiliarity. No matter how good the
food, the same diet year after year can
lead to a predictable routine — and,
yes. even boredom.
While you're waiting for your doctor's appointment, try a different tack
with your wife. Vary your technique as
a couple, expenment, take that vacation you've always dreamed about.
In my experience, a change in environment and approach often awakens
sexual urges in both men and women.
And it certainly beats medical therapy.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Impotence." Other readers
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 23-year-old
daughter has every symptom you can
imagine — blackouts, dizziness, hot
flashes, constant sore throat, swollen
glands, shortness-of-breath, tingling
limbs, constant fatigue, and yeast
infections - to name a few There is
some question of a thyroid condition.
What can we do to pinpoint her problem so she can remain gainfully
employed and lead a normal life?
DEAR READER: Get her to an
internist, a specialist in diagnosis
The potential causes of your daughter's symptoms would fill a page as
large as the one you are reading, and
run the gamut of serious physical ailments (such as AIDS) to emotional
upset and chronic fatigue -syndrome.
Clearly, she needs an exam, blood
tests and X-rays
If she has already exhausted the
medical resources in your community,
she should be referred to the diagnostic
clinic at the nearest teaching hospital.
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Sofa Sleepers
Starting At

'399"
'49995
'59995

Full
Queen

2-pc. sectional by Hickory Hill. Lawson arm
with semi-attached backs. Navy, burgundy,
teal plaid striped fabric. Reg. 1,799.95

NOW
'99995

1-traditional style attached back sofa. Blue,
green & burgundy plaid fabric. Matching
arm pillows. Loveseat and chair available.
Reg. 899.95

NOW
'49995

1-seml-attached back sofa with lawson arm.
Hunter green,burgundy,navy & beige stripe
fabric. Reg. 999.95

NOW
1/2

1-2 cushion high back sofa by Taylorsville.
8-way hand tied construction with down-like
cushions. Grey, black & burgundy plaid
fabric. Contrasting arm pillows.
Rog. 1,599.95
1-tightback so
burgundy •

f‘x

SW

,navy &
.95

1-burgundy leather doub
Lane. Pub-style w
a pull-down tr
available. Reg.

f
.

•
•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Twin
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lofa by
tures
recliner

1- 2 pc. sofa & lovaseat by King Hickory.
Pleated arm with a plaid fabric featuring
navy,burgundy & sage green. Matching arm
pillows. Reg. 3,299.95
1-chippendale settee by Best Chair Co.
Burgundy damask fabric. Reg. 549.95
4

1-transitional style forest green all leather
sofa. 8 way hand-tied construction with
spring down cushions. Reg. 2,495.00

NOW
69995
NOW
39995
NOW
1/2

SALE
NOW IN
PROGRESS!
1-club chair by Best Chair Co. Loose pillow
back, multi-color fabric. Reg. $399.95
1-wood rocking chair. Available in cherry or
oak. Your choice...
1-chaise lounge by Hickory Hill. Covered in
a taupe background with off-white shell
accents. Reg. $899.95
1-high-back occasional chair by Accentrics.
Covered in book tapestry fabric. Reg.

NOW
$12595
:9995

1-entertainment center by Southern. Will
hold up to a 31" television. Pocket doors,
green painted finish. Reg. 1,499.95
1-washed pine cocktail table by Hammary.
Slightly damaged. Reg. 379.95

NOW
1/2

$899.95

NOW
'39995

Queen Anne wing back chairs. Available in
forest green, burgundy or mauve. Your
choice...

$19995
EACH

All in-stock, hi-leg recliners by La-Z-Boy.

60%
OFF
NOW
29995

NOW
1/2

1-solid pine flat top, 4 door entertainment
center. Will hold up to a 27" television.
Nutmeg finish. Reg. 1199.95

NOW
$69996
NOW
389995

1-solid cherry bonnet top, 4 door entertainment center. Will hold up to a 32"television.
Reg. 1,699.95

choice...

NOW
$129995
NOW
'37995

Assorted chairs & ottomans, traditional
style with loose pillow backs, available
9_9_
In green, navy or burgundy.
sl
95 EACH
Reg. $499.95

NOW
1/2

by River1-cherry computer
side. Feat
keyboard,
SO° if storage.
locking fl
Reg. 1,995

Solid cherry or solid oak end tables &
cocktail tables. Ou•en—Ann• legs. Your

1-executive office swivel by Fairfield. Fully
upholstered in a navy & burgundy tapestry
fabric. Reg. $699.95
1-2 pc. occasional chair & TV ottoman by
Fairfield. Lawson style with a loose pillow
back, TV ottoman has storage & fold out
tray. Reg. $1,099.95

1-stepback cupboard by Southern. Antique
black finish. Floor sample. Reg. $1,299.95

NOW
1/2
Now

Selected Groups of

1-library bookcase by Southern. 60"w x
80"h. Sage finish. Reg. 1,995.00
1-drop leaf server from Universal. Antique
cherry finish. Reg. 1,299.95
1-2 door console by Southern. Classic
cherry finish. Reg. 995.00

Nie_adowcraft
Transitional style 4aupe all leather sofa,
lovesoat & chair & ottoman.8-way hand tied
construction with spring down cushions.
Your choice...
Traditional style tight back loveseat. Blue,
burgundy, & green plaid fabric. Reg. 799.95

$99995
EACH
NOW
1/2

BEDROOM
1-3 pc.cherry bedroom suite. Triple dresser,
landscape mirror,chest on chest, pediment
headboard & footboard. Nightstand available. Reg. $1,969.95

NOW
$109995

1-3 pc. oak bedroom suite. Triple dresser,
mirror, chest on chest, headboard. Matching nightstand available. Reg. $1,599.95

NOW
$99995

1-5 pc. cherry bodroom suite. Rice carved
bed, triple dresser, landscape mirror, large
chest, Two 4 drawer night stands. Reg.
$4,899.95

NOW
1/2

1-3 pc. weathered pine bedroom suite from
the Alexander Julian Collection. Drawer
dream, vertical mirror, door chest, panel
head & footboard with matching rails.
Matching nightstand available. Reg. $3,530

NOW
$2,195m

Entire collection of Lexington's Bob Timberlake. Both in stock and special orders.

40%
OFF

Lano
Recliners

1-pub sto^
Washed r.

Reduced 50%

1-hall tree by Pulaski. Mirrored back, finished in black with cherry accents.

ZNMIr

Reg. 799.95
1-8 pc. cherry dining room suite. Oval table,
4 side chairs,2 arm chairs & buffet & lighted
china cabinet. Reg. 3,995.00

NOW
1/2

1- 8 pc. dining room from the Alexander
Julian Collection. 1 bowtie double pedestal
table,4 fret back side chairs,2 fret back arm
chairs, and china cabinet. Reg. 6,216.00

NOW
$3795m

1-shaker style display cocktail table with
pullout drawer. Reg. 479.95

1-5 pc. Iron 8i wicker dining set. 48" round
glass top table with 4 iron & wicker side
chairs. Reg. 1,699.95

NOW
'99995

1-solid oak buffet & hutch by Rex. Hunter
green painted finish with oak accents. Reg.
1,549.95

1-8 pc. solid oak dining room suite by Keller.
Double pedestal table that extend sto 101",4
Windsor panel back side chairs, 2 Windsor
panel back arm chairs, and a buffet with
open hutch. All done in a chestnut brown
finish. Reg. 6,382.00

NOW
$3995m

1 -lift up end table by Lane. Painted hunter
green base with oak top. Reg. 599.95

1-cherry jewelry armoire by Butler. Felt lined
drawers. Reg. 699.95

$14995
EACH
NOW
1/2
NOW
1/2
NOW
1/2
NOW
1/2
NOW
'11995
NOW
1/2
NOW
1/2
NOW
$125m
NOW
1/2
NOW
$69995
NOW
*299"

Genuine LA-Z-BOY
Recliners

Baldwin Pianos

Starting As Low As

$24995

tall table.
99.95

1-3 pc. table group by Pulaski. Heavy
wrought iron bases with glass tops. 2.
rectangular end tables and 1-square cocktail table. Matching sofa table available.
Reg. 1,099.95

Patio Furniture

NOW
1/2
NOW
$125°°

Starting As Low As

Starting At

$2695'

$29995

NO INTER
NO PAYMENT
TILL FEBRUARY 1997
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE

Thurman's
208 Main St.

FURNITURE

753-4834

FREE
DELIVERY

